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TUESDAY, JANUARY 02, 2018
I.

Call to order at 3:30 PM MST

II.

Icebreakers & Expectations

III.

Mission & Values Activity

IV.

Called to order at 5:35 PM MST

V.

NSPA Data Workshop

VI.

Where Do You Stand Activity

VII.

2017 RLC Strategic Planning Assessment

VIII.

NACURH Advisor Selection
A. Advisor expectations
1. CA - understands the value of student voice.
2. IA - understanding the limits of NACURH and student leadership.
3. SW - don’t hold it against the candidate if the question was not asked (for
election process).
4. NE - willing and helpful.
5. IA - critical thinking of NACURH’s future in regards to the strategic plan.
6. GL - understand the liability taken on by the advisor.
7. CA - understands how the advising experience will differ from previous
advising experiences.
8. NE - historical knowledge of the organization.
9. GL - demonstrates self awareness.
10. PA - understands the limits of the advisor role.
11. NCO - being a resource.
12. Annual Conference - understands the difference between student
assistance.
13. MA - open to being challenged.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 03, 2018
I.

Call to order at 8:00 AM MST

II.

NACURH Advisor Selection
A. SW - moves to nominate Mary Gallivan.
1. NE - seconds
B. PA - moves to close nominations
1. GL - seconds
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C. Presentation
D. Q&A
1. SW - was there anything else in your presentation you would like to
share?
a) The other four working relationships that are important is working
with the NRHH Advisor and the CRC. The third is working with the
regional advisors and serving as a resource. The fourth is working
with OCM and what they do for member schools and that
professional connections and the last being ACUHO-I and
developing a professional relationship and work with the CRC in
alignment with the Execs.
2. SA - how do you plan to support the NACURH Executives and the NBD in
implementing the strategic plan?
a) Talking with the Execs in how they want the plan to be
implemented and talk with the regional advisors and see how this
is happening on the regional level. Talking with the NACURH Chair
and Execs to see how the implementation is going and what they
would need from myself.
3. MA - what would be your success indicators as the NACURH Advisor?
a) It has been a year where people have met their goals or realized
that was not supposed to be a goal and moved on, that students
have fun and will interact with me past their term, and make
connections within their own regions. This is an organization
where connections are made on early on and will blossom past
their term in the organization.
4. GL - what do you feel is one of your strengths that has shaped your
advising style and what is one area of development you are hoping to
work on in the NACURH Advisor role?
a) One strength is being organized and having things very laid out. I
am a very task oriented person and this has helped guide me in
advising groups and a heavy workload. Things I will want to
continue on working on is being what the students need from me
and this will vary from year to year. Lastly, knowing when to share
the historical context of situations and when it is developmental.
5. PA - how would you handle conflict between NACURH Exec team
members?
a) Conflict is inevitable, and this is something that I enjoy in a
positive manner because it helps with growth. If students are not
able to express their concerns in a constructive manner there will
be stagnant progress and this has been seen within my
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supervising role in developing those people. Lastly, ensuring that
those conversations have happened.
6. MA - moves to extend Q&A by five minutes
a) IA - seconds
7. IA - talked about advisors within NACURH, have you thought about any
threats to advising in NACURH related to the role?
a) There are a few, I think there has been a challenge in finding
advisors in the regions and keeping them. I have seen a lot of new
and young advisors that may not have the necessary experience
needed for guiding students. People who will be returning to their
boards and understanding their position with this. When you
become an entity advisor it is important to be at the advising style
needed for these students.
8. MA - when you were mentioning advising style, you mentioned the
phrase “shepherding” students that you would not share your opinion,
could you elaborate?
a) Ensuring that students are on topic and re-focusing while also
providing alternatives for problems. Ensuring that this is a
different perspective being utilized in decision making but never
will say you should look at this.
9. IA - can you talk about some of the work you have done with social
justice and equity issues?
a) My campus is behind the times in regards to social justice issues
and during my time there I have pushed for a more socially active
campus. Much of this has been in regards to my involvement from
NACURH and learning how other regions are focused and bringing
this back to my home institution and improving the policies and
students at work.
10. MA - can you expand on your other commitments over the next four
years?
a) I will continue to have a job and work full time currently at Buffalo
and if I decide to move ensure that school is affiliated. My
interests with ACUHO-I will stay present and my involvement with
the committees.
11. NCO - discussed an opportunity for NACURH to tap into the Advancement
Society, could you expand on your vision for this?
a) I think the Advancement Society is an untapped group of people
who have done amazing things who could be brought into do a
webinar. This could be utilized for mentor-mentee relationships
or giving advice to student leaders through their career paths.
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Lastly, it could be a good source for fundraising for NACURH and
be able to help with advancement.
12. GL - moves to extend Q&A by five minutes.
a) NE - seconds
13. SW - one of the weaknesses you mentioned was NACURH’s balance
between the student organization and corporation, can you expand on
how you would help NACURH balance this?
a) I think that is a conversation to have with the Execs and during my
time there has been a shift from leadership organization to a
corporation standpoint. So figuring out the balancing act of the
two to find a successful starting/growing point for NACURH
overall. This would be able to help the Boards find this balance,
and not myself.
14. GL - you mentioned your accessibility, how have you worked in the past
to achieve work/life balance and how will you maintain this in NACURH?
a) I think work life balance varies from person to person, I am
constantly always doing something and being accessible to
NACURH is due to my support from my institution. In balancing
home and personal life, this has not been an issue and I prefer
late night meetings. The balance for me has never been an issue
and if I had any reservations I would have not bid to begin with.
15. CA - over the past 17 years, you mentioned you had advised several
RBDs, which values have you found most helpful in advising a group
virtually?
a) I think the biggest change in advising, I am either on a phone or a
video chat. I have the same advising style regardless and letting
the students lead when needed and only interject to refocus
when necessary. The only difference is better access to students
physically on campus rather than in a virtual organization.
16. NCO - to what extent would you allow the organization to “fail” before
you step in?
a) This is always a fine line for myself, I never want anyone to fail
where they don’t feel successful. I want them to learn as they
grow, and I’m not sure if I can quantify that line. I want to ensure
that the students accomplish what they envisioned and have
learned from the steps along the way. This is the hardest part
about advising cause you never want your students to fail but it’s
good for growth.
17. GL - can you please share an experience of personal or professional
growth and connect that to your development as an advisor?
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a) I think for me, a pivotal moment is with a student years ago. My
first time advising, a student was quiet and unsure of herself. She
spoke to me as a student who could do amazing things and
encouraged her to be involved with RHA and she blossomed into
a wonderful student leader on campus and after these two years,
I understood I could have an impact as a leader.
18. SA - moves to exhaust the speaker’s list, with additions.
a) NE - seconds
19. IA - in your presentation you mentioned developing guidelines for
regional advisors, could you elaborate on what these guidelines would
look like?
a) That is going to be a process through having conversations with
the Execs. Within the NACURH policy book it states minimum
expectations and promoting this within the regions. This would be
done with working with the NRHH Advisor and CRC to develop an
advisor handbook to be better utilized and topics that would be
important to the role and would be important to consider within
this.
20. NAF - can you elaborate on advising and accountability related to
finances within NACURH? What experience do you have advising on
financial decision making?
a) Currently, I think the advisor role when it comes to finances is
important to know what your budget is and to understand it. I
have spent years to learn how to work the regional budget and
once this happened I was heavily involved. I served as a good
sounding board for the students to make good decisions. I have
overseen many large budgets and approving expenditures and
budget management within this time. I may not have been born
to do this, but have learned to adapt to this and be successful.
21. CA - since the NACURH Advisor would be helping Executives transition,
what is one thing that you find important to remember in transition
processes?
a) Team development is important, a transition retreat within a
region or the Execs is crucial to create that team vision. Boards
have been more successful when they know each other on the
individual level and have grown to appreciate the individuality of
the group to be successful overall.
22. GL - what do you feel your biggest challenge would be as the NACURH
Advisor?
a) Learning how to do the role, I have always joked when
transitioning that it took me a year to do the Regional Advisor job.
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I have been told it was easier in regards to managing a smaller
group, but the first year will definitely be a trial run.
23. NE - why do you want to be the NACURH Advisor?
a) It comes down to the years I have served with NACURH and
seeing these students develop. I am an educator at heart and
within NACURH I have been able to see the educational growth. I
feel like this is a natural transition for myself to continue to aspire
and obtain these goals.
E. Pro/Con
Pro

Con

Recognizes need for regional advisor
resources and consistency

Experience with Social Justice
Initiatives

Advising values and styles

Vulnerability

17 years of advising experience
Grasp of “student led “ organization
Scope and understanding of regional
advisors

F. Discussion
1. GL - moves to caucus for three minutes.
a) PA - seconds
2. SA - a large portion of the advising role with the individuals they advise,
the support and experiences Mary has in this area will serve her well in
the advisor role.
3. SW - Mary’s points and most important notes both in the bid and
presentation speak directly to many of the things Dan spoke about being
the most important pieces of the role. Mary’s experiences and expertise
seems to be in line with what NACURH needs.
4. PA - one of the two things we appreciate is Mary’s understanding of
when to take a step back and support Execs in innovation, also support
Mary’s work with social justice on her own campus and how that
translates to NACURH.
5. SW - it is essential that the next NACURH Advisor knows how to support
the NACURH Executive Committee in carrying out year one of the new
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strategic plan next year; Mary shows her experience with strategic
planning and lots of capability of supporting NACURH through that next
year. I believe that she has taken the initiative to research the position
and the impact that she has within the corporation. This ultimately shows
the passion and initiative needed for a four year term and will provide
beneficial growth and direction to NACURH.
6. GL - the Great Lakes is in support of Mary in her candidacy for this
position, do have a point of concern for Mary based on her comfortability
with making mistakes discussed, but then lack of clear follow up in
learning outcomes.
7. IA - the Intermountain is fully confident in what Mary can do within the
role as advisor and appreciates the inclusion of a SWOT analysis showing
the growth and development that Mary can provide for NACURH.
8. SA - moves to end discussion.
a) CA - seconds
G. Vote
III.

MM18-11 | Academic Scholarship
A. NE - moves to bring MM18-11 to the floor
1. SW - seconds
B. NE - moves to waive the reading
1. IA - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. We have gotten a lot of feedback that there is a need for academic
scholarships within NACURH and we have the funds to do so. After
careful discussion with the Execs, we decided that this would be awarded
to three students for $1,000 and would go to underprivileged students
and a commitment to collegiate experience, academics, and the campus
residence hall community. This is not necessary to being in NACURH
Leadership but just being involved beyond academics. The reason why
we chose the name was because of their commitment to social justice
and would be a great connection to do so in the future. A lot of work
brought on by this person has been found within this content area and
would be a great way to reflect this hard work. The financial aspect
would be NACURH covering the cost and potentially accepting donations
to provide more scholarships to award more funding and accept the cost.
A plan would be to reach out to past alumni due the past connections
made by this person.
D. Q&A
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1. GL - can you provide more specific examples of this person's
involvement?
a) This person focuses on creating social justice resources and
services. Works on these initiatives on this content area on their
host institution as well and has also advised a conference team
based on these ideals.
2. IA - how do we plan on distributing the scholarships?
a) The way that NACURH does this is by writing a check for the
scholarship and provide direction of how this would be taken up
by the individual.
3. CA - if there were no donations, NACURH would front the cost, would
there be an increase in revenue?
a) There would be an increase in revenue and our budget would
reflect that, currently our add on fee will cover this. Typically the
budget will have a small excess and that soliciting fundraises will
help cover the cost.
4. MA - in regards to eligibility, would there be any requirement for any
student to do this or can they live on campus or in the halls for
sometime?
a) In the award policy states that all kind of NACURH scholarships
require students to be full time living on campus and was formed
carefully to be able to integrate all members of NACURH
(1) MA - more specifically, would they need to continue to live
in the halls?
(a) This is intended for students who are coming back
to the residence halls and it is vague in that way
could be commitment to involvement to a
residence hall community.
5. NCO - what defines an underrepresented group?
a) In our legislation we have that question, the impact of personal
identity of college experience and this has caused one to struggle
within their collegiate career. We hope that this is intended to
help those communities and there is no way to specifically choose
underprespenrsted communites.
6. SW - just to clarify this would be open to everyone in NACURH?
a) Yes, but the hope is to go to people beyond NACURH Leadership
and more of the student leadership on the institutional level in
hopes to pursue NACURH Leadership positions.
7. CA - what would you be looking for a commitment to academic integrity?
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a) Receiving good grades and people are focusing on their efforts on
academics and not being involved with NACURH.
(1) CA - do you envision any vague or explicit GPA
requirement?
(a) I think this would be a holistic viewpoint cause
NACURH is not in the place to collect GPAs for this
purpose and their credentials will speak to their
academic progress. A GPA requirement may not be
reflective of their academic integrity as well.
8. NCO - yield to redundancy
9. GL - yield to redundancy
10. IA - yield to redundancy
11. OCM - usually something of this nature has a big boom and will have a
larger impact for its first year, could use the OCM connection to get
additional fundraising opportunities for getting larger funds.
12. SA - would go to a committee to select, would there be an application or
interview process?
a) Theortically, we wanted it to be up to the Chairperson for the year
on what they feel is the best process at the criteria. There will be
an application made by the Chairperson and they would be able
to add more criteria if needed and the Chairperson would decide
where it would go based upon availability.
13. SA - would the qualifications of the scholarship include being enrolled in
the next semester, including summer?
a) NACURH awards the money, we wanted to include this
requirement but then we cannot ensure that it goes towards their
academics but it would help subsidize the cost of certain things.
14. IA - is there potential threats for not using the check for non-academic
checks?
a) No, we would just right this off as a charitable contribution and as
long as it goes to someone else that would be it for taxes.
15. CA - does the piece require that applicants must be enrolled in a certain
number of credit hours or as a full time student?
a) The applicant could be enrolled in any number of credit hours, did
not want to limit this to full time students and create an
additional barrier.
16. CA - if we were to make more than $3,000 off fundraising, what would
happen?
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a) I think our intention would be to create a pool for the following
year to help elevate the cost for future years. The scholarships
awarded would at least be $1,000 to have some form of number
to provide member schools.
17. PA - yield to redundancy
18. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
E. Discussion
1. IA - we are in full support of this piece, this would help push NACURH to
do more social justice and inclusion initiatives and would provide growth
and impact for the organization. This would also help support academic
growth within our students.
2. PA - would like to recognize the intentional wording of the piece and
thank the authors for the broad nature of this piece for the criteria.
3. CA - in full support of this piece but based upon experiences within our
own regions is worried about naming the scholarship after someone who
holds a position within NACURH.
4. NE - point of information, do we need to amend this to add the name?
a) We will add that later.
5. GL - moves to end discussion
a) NE - seconds
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
IV.

NE - moves to recess for five minutes
A. PA - second

V.

Systems and Higher Education Presentation, Becky Martinez
A. Context Building Discussion
1. Patrick, NE - talked about how NACURH leadership has limitations to
certain students; time and energy to NACURH instead of jobs, ability to
travel. Time and money and resources that go into being involved in
NACURH
2. Jackie, Exec - talked about race, particularly in NACURH, we typically talk
about “white” and “people of color,” but do not usually talk about the
different subsets of “people of color,” need to look at the issues that are
facing individual communities and potential barriers for access.
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3. Lena, SA - documented students - traveling to conferences, especially
internationally - we have an equity statement and it may not be meeting
our needs - what is the impact there?
4. Kris, MA - talked about the information that we get and where from
(social media), and how it is then more complicated to address points of
challenge.
5. Kendrick, IA - conversations around accessibility (mobility is the focus),
but we don’t talk about closed captioning - we’re just focused on specific
parts of ability
6. Patrick, SW - talked about how we fail to discuss issues of
intersectionality and how different identities interact.
7. Becca, IA - talked about the current space that NACURH is in, a lot of
students who interact with NACURH are getting entry level experiences
with social justice issues, especially as students who are going to college
for the first time, what is NACURH’s responsibility to developing and
growing student leaders on social justice issues.
8. Cassie, GL - justice, equity, inclusion - we say we care about these things
but don’t often have action to follow that up, what can we do? One of
the other things is whether or not NACURH should take a stance on
politically divisive topics versus values that digging into those and
representing those
a) What do we stand for and what is the framework that we are
starting from?
VI.

Strategic Planning Committee Update & Workshops
A. Overview Presentation
B. Identity Workshop
1. Identity Mad Lib
a) What does NACURH mean to you?
(1) Josh, SA - NACURH has been a grounding force during my
undergraduate and graduate student and helped me
develop my identity as a student affairs professionals
(2) Matt, IA - NACURH is an organization that provides
students with opportunities for growth, leadership, and
advancement.
b) What does NRHH mean to you?
(1) Cassie, GL - NRHH is the way I was connected to NACURH
as an organization, was involved in my campus NRHH
rather than my RHA, was better able to understand the
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value of NRHH and be more connected through the
outside community.
(2) Alex, NCO - agree with Cassie, the ability to recognize your
impact on others through recognition, sometimes a
struggle on the campus level with changing and
fluctuations every year.
(3) Lena, SA - NRHH affects change quickly in a community
and helps to directly develop or support members of that
community.
2. General Discussion
a) Pin culture?
(1) Josh, SA - thinking about how I will display pins after
NACURH to encourage connections to other alumni.
(2) Ian, CA- think of pins from a status perspective, shared
experiences by a select group of people.
(3) Cassie, GL - appreciate the ribbons idea because I think it
gives conference delegates an opportunity to engage with
others without having to personally purchase pins.
(4) Kris, MA - if we build on pin culture, does that work
against RBD approachability?
(a) Lena - have had experiences where people see pins
as something to aspire to just as much as a
potential barrier.
(5) Ileana, sA - could also focus on pins outside of NACURH or
other pins that would not need to be purchased.
b) How can we further break down the barrier between RBDs and
members?
(1) Cassie, GL - unspoken culture that happens in NACURH,
how could we make things more open and allow other
people to participate in our “culture.”
(2) Ella, Annual Conference - haven’t been in NACURH that
long, do not have a lot of pins, could have the first
conference you go to you get a card that talks about the
symbolism of pins and the “pin culture.”
(3) Kendrick, IA - reflect on Kris’s thoughts on wearing
multiple pins and be threatening to members. While we
also have the clothes pins and the lapel pins and many
delegates have the idea of trading a clothes pin for a lapel
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pin may cause discomfort. I think the pin culture between
those two is very important.
(4) Ian, CA - one thing I have reflected on, trying to find a
middle ground, providing delegates who come to
conferences with one free pin that then invites people into
the “pin culture.” But also how do we ensure that that
doesn’t increase the expectation that people have to buy
pins.
(5) Becca, IA - from the NCO perspective, things aren’t free,
would need to purchase all of these things we are talking
about, however there are ways to buy pins that are less
expensive, we could make the cost of pins lower.
C. Structure Workshop
1. Discussion
a) What potential outside organizations would you like to see
NACURH partner with?
(1) Alisha, SW - really like the TEDx idea, would give a
consistent theme to each year and opportunities for more
professional engagement (could have advisors give talks,
etc.).
(2) Kendrick, IA - clothing sponsor is something we should
look into, NACURH purchases a lot of t-shirts, a
sponsorship for reduced costs would be helpful.
(3) Kris, MA - could look into an option for revamping the
websites (Squarespace, etc.).
(4) Cassie, GL - partnering with a person/organization who
could speak on social justice issues at NACURH
conferences.
(5) Becca, IA - an organization who could evaluate our
effectiveness as an organization.
(6) Kendrick, IA - we should partner with Apple.
D. Services Workshop
1. If we add services, who will implement them?
2. Initiative Discussion
a) Allen, GL - for the additional gathering opportunities, what liability
would be associated?
b) Gracie, MA - difference between conferences and individual
opportunities to engage, that liability would fall on NACURH
rather than institutional hosts
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c) Jacob, PA - NRHH conferences, requires exploration of the identity
of NRHH overall.
d) Luke, SW - with these initiatives, who is paying for these things?
Who is “doing” these things?
e) George, NACURH Executive - Day on the Hill presents
opportunities for local level connections which could be valuable
for NACURH.
f) Kendrick, IA - thought about NRHH Day of Service rather than an
NRHH conference, conference would be too costly and logistically
difficult.
g) Alisha, SW - access for institutions to census information.
h) Nicole, CA - we added an idea for a NACURH reading list instead of
a NACURH Bookstore and to do a book exchange at the NACURH
Annual Conference.
E. Inclusion Workshop
1. Culture Capital of NACURH
a) Josh, SA - thought about how my privileges have afforded me to
participate in NACURH, I drive to the airport, pay for gas and pay
for parking at the airport and personally cover those costs, other
people have barriers that I have not faced in this area.
b) Becca, IA - would be interested to ask about the pressure to swap
in NACURH, swapping is held to a high standard in NACURH.
c) Gracie, MA - general concept of people paying for meals when
traveling to conferences or while you are at conferences, could be
covered in other ways.
d) Ella, Annual Conference - coffee culture, a choice that a lot of
people make, choose expensive coffee over coffee that is
provided.
e) Kendrick, IA- sleep at conferences relates to coffee practices as
well.
f) Cassie, GL - our region has struggled with our travel budget over
the past year, have struggled to pay for regional travel within the
amount that the region budgeted, people have offered to cover
their travel to make up for this which should not be something
RBD members need to worry about.
g) Patrick K, NE - sometimes the selling points are conferences are
things that delegates/RBD members would then need to spend
personal money on (close to a Starbucks, etc.), which helps to
support the culture Megan is talking about.
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h) Alyssa, PA - PACURH just recently voted to purchase new regional
technology so that RBD members would at least be able to
participate on Zoom as a part of their position.
i) Gracie, MA - in our policy it says that representatives have to
attend Zoom chats and other virtual services as well which
similarly creates potential lack of access.
2. What would you change in NACURH to make this experience better?
a) Patrick B, SW - including RBD apparel in the regional budget.
b) Ian, CA - making sure every meal is paid for by the region when
RBD members are traveling to or from or attending NACURH.
c) Alisha, SW - potential opportunities to pair with a t-shirt company
and/or purchase more affordable pins.
d) Kendrick, IA - like to take pictures in NACURH apparel and
otherwise demonstrate NACURH culture, establishing an
expectation from the beginning of what it “costs” to be a part of
NACURH.
e) Ian, CA - could set consistent expectations for what financial
support looks like at the campus level, for example I asked if my
host institution would cover the cost of my swap to PACURH and
received mixed responses, should clear up those discrepancies.
f) Gracie, MA - the general concept of reimbursement in NACURH
assumes that people have the money to cover costs in the first
place.
g) Ian, CA - having to put down “deposits” with hotels while
attending conferences.
VII.

Where Do We Go From Here?
A. Perspectives from Becky Martinez, Consultant
1. General Planning
a) The strategic plan is long, possibly too ambitious, especially
considering the turnover of positions in NACURH, with strategic
plans we often create great goals but then do not commit
adequate time to those initiatives. Would recommend condensing
within the areas. Can include these ideas in other areas
(Leadership transitions, notes for future planning processes).
NACURH will want to do the things we do well.
b) Focus on big picture planning rather than task lists.
c) What does NACURH mean when it says “inclusion?” Will need to
establish a strong, strategic foundation for addressing inclusivity
issues in NACURH first.
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d) You will not get feedback from 2,500 people, members have
entrusted you with positionality to form decisions, how do we
connect with wide ranges of members in a way that is productive
rather than for the sake of assessment.
e) The structure of the plan could also be evaluated, we may not
have too many “ideas” but instead have too many expectations
listed under each of the specific ideas.
B. Inclusion Section Discussion
1. Group 1 - discussed the varying levels of initiatives included currently
2. Group 2 - we initially struggled with condensing down to big picture ideas
only, realized we need to find a foundational definition statement within
our organization, investigate other statements and how they align,
looked at other university definitions and how they incorporate inclusion
for ideas.
3. Group 3 - broke down the section to what we saw as the three initiatives
that are more big picture:
a) Increasing accessibility of NACURH Leadership
b) Supporting Minority Serving Institutions
c) Supporting international affiliates
4. Group 4 - we also talked about international affiliates, we first want a
strong foundation before expanding beyond our current reach, maybe
international affiliates could be included in the next plan but need to
focus on our current constituents first.
5. Group 5 - tried to determine which initiatives were attainable in the next
three years, for example supporting international affiliates may not be
something we can do in this plan but we can take steps to support that
endeavor in the future.
6. Becky Martinez
a) Appreciate the question, “is inclusion different with different
initiatives or more integrated into the other sections of
NACURH?”
b) Will need one consistent definition for inclusion within NACURH
so that regions can identify with that and work toward that
collectively.
c) Need to actually determine where NACURH is at with this
content?
(1) Ian, CA - with we looked at the MSI section of the inclusion
section, we felt like some of the initiatives in here speak to
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“how do we make NACURH seem more diverse?” rather
than addressing barriers to diversity in NACURH?
(2) Megan J, NACURH Executive - we want to be talking about
social justice issues, but we’re actually talking about
diversity issues a lot of the time, how do we hold ourselves
accountable to that?
(a) Becky - this document currently is “diversity”
heavy, would need to focus on opportunities where
NACURH is “acting” and taking a stance on who
NACURH is as a system (cultures and norms). Think
about the structures we’re putting in place rather
than they ways we can externally demonstrate
diversity.
7. Becky - what are three action items you want NACURH to accomplish
related to inclusion?
a) Cassie, GL - training leadership on social justice and inclusion
initiatives.
b) George, NACURH Executive - would like to create spaces for
minority students who are currently members of NACURH.
c) Jacob, PA - overall evaluating access to NACURH Leadership
positions and finding potential solutions.
C. Q&A
1. Ian, CA - how do we prevent ourselves from a NACURH savior complex?
a) A few things, keep yourself accountable and not fall into that
complex. This may easily be done with having a partner or
colleague to do this, or doing your homework to try and find the
answer. Develop relationships not because of having friends, but
working through discomfort to find a space of learning of other
identities.
2. Megan, NACURH Executive - does it make more sense to keep the
inclusion portion seperate or include it in other positions?
a) I would think that you would want to have it as a seperate section
in having that familiarity of inclusion and then move towards
incorporating in the future. You have to be able to provide
definitions of everything and be aware of the language that is
being used. For instance, identity came off as an individuals
identity but potentially using it as “Organizational Identity.”
3. Patrick K, NE - given from what you have gained from the current state of
NACURH, how do imagine fixing the students that are being sent to
schools?
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a) Right now I think the focus has been numbers, which is a diversity
question rather than an inclusion question, think about how you
want individual members to engage with the NACURH plan, if we
talk about inclusion than that can relate more to systems and
opportunities for growth.
4. Patrick K, NE - is it possible to focus more on sharing our intentions of
being more structurally inclusive?
a) It could easily mention that there is a structural policies being
brought up could increase that and ensuring that the leadership
has the courage and vulnerability to talk about this. It is critical to
look at if this is diversity or inclusion and building the capacity to
learn from a diversity lense to be more inclusive.
D. Becky - from here, I will talk more with Emily and the Executive Committee to
follow up from this experience and my observations, and then that information
can be shared back with you all to help with your development.
I.

Call to order at 7:32 PM MST

II.

MM18-26 | Regional Strategic Plans
A. SA - moves to bring MM18-26 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. GL - moves to waive the reading
1. PA - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. With our conversations regarding NACURH and regional strategic plans,
one of the whereas statements talks about how turnover makes regional
three year strategic plans very difficult, are working to shift expectations
for regional strategic planning, this piece is intended to help us come to a
consensus on regional strategic planning processes. Part of the discussion
we have had as a committee is the difference between NACURH as a
corporation and NACURH as an organization, the Boards help to support
the corporation and the regions help us to support the student
organizational aspects, as a group we discussed several options and
narrowed down to one year plans either with or without connection to
the NACURH strategic plan. The two options will both give the current
RBDs more autonomy in the planning process, one would have a generic
structure but less connection to the NACURH Strategic Plan, or the other
would be structured around the goals of the NACURH Strategic Plan.
Should we select one of these options, the Committee would then create
a template for future Regional Boards to use to plan their “platform” for
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the year. These platforms would then theoretically be voted on and
approved by regions at the RLCs.
D. Q&A
1. CA - seeing that the Execs have told us this year the Execs may change in
the year, would the person for next year be the Exec be the ones visiting
the RLC?
a) Would depend on what the next Executives are looking for in their
structure, but this could be adjusted based on needs at the time,
either way you would have someone on the NACURH Executive
Committee that it could be submitted to, were more concerned
about dividing the work between the Executive Committee.
2. IA - this would be passed at the RLC, what if the region were to not pass
this platform?
a) If a platform were heard at an RLC and not passed, the region
would then create a plan to move forward, would likely go back
into a review and restructuring process to be re-voted on in an
online format.
3. GL - in both options, it is expected that regions are going to take
assessments and when would this take place? Which board would then
take on this role?
a) We were looking at having the outgoing Regional Board begin the
assessment process and then have the incoming Regional Board
use that data to form their platform.
4. IA - could you please elaborate if a region has a NRHH strategic plan,
where would this go?
a) There could be a section within the regional platform to account
for NRHH, but could also mirror the NACURH structure of having
the NRHH components incorporated in. Have talked a lot about
the importance of not having one specific NRHH section but
rather having NRHH incorporated in all aspects of NACURH.
5. SW - based off the conversations, I hear the cons to a two year plan but
are there any pros?
a) We definitely discussed the importance of continued ideas, which
could then be included in transition documents instead, but that
could be a benefit of a longer planning process, one year is cool
because it accounts for turnover of Regional Leadership, also
avoided two year plans because of the ways that it would then
conflict with the three year NACURH timeline.
6. IA - could you elaborate the choice to that platforms are approved by the
Execs?
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a) It wasn’t so much of asking permission, but rather to ensure that
ideas are further thought through by the Executives who support
us. Creates opportunities to check in, gather feedback, and gain
support.
7. NE - could you explain why you chose the RLC for approval and not earlier
than this?
a) Not everyone has summer or fall site visits until closer to their
Leadership conferences, felt that this would allow for stronger in
person work time, RLC is close enough to ensure that ideas would
still be met but would allow Boards the needed time to develop
ideas. Strategic Plans and related platforms are not intended to be
a long task list but instead a vision for the year, tasks could still be
worked on and completed ahead of time.
8. GL - do you all have any concerns with the amount of time it would need
to create the platform?
a) In the South Atlantic the RBD released a survey to the region and
gathered data, in the interim BOard members reviewed and
formed goals as a group, we then spent approximately two hours
as a Board to discuss data and how our goals aligned, then were
able to release to the region, overall this took about two months
but not a significant amount of time throughout those two
months, this type of planning happens already but with less
intentional direction. Assessment would also not have to be from
scratch, but rather supplemental of already existed NACURH
assessment.
9. PA - is there a specific that is being looked for with the assessment
provided for this platform?
a) We had not defined what regions would do with this assessment,
just that assessment should be happening.
10. CA - yield to redundancy
11. IA - this piece appears to be two different ideas in one piece, why did you
choose this structure?
a) Chair - seems like a good option to go with and then voting on
option one and moving towards option two if one was selected.
12. IA - if we are currently in the middle of a NRHH strategic plan, what
would happen if this was to pass?
a) Found ways to integrate initiatives that were still relevant in the
current plan with the newly created platform. A lot of the items
that are currently in the regional strategic plans are “tasks” that
could also be carried out by Regional Boards.
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13. GL - moves to end Q&A
a) CA - seconds
E. Discussion
1. CA - we recognize and appreciate the idea of a one year platform, we as a
region have experienced difficulties with our current strategic plan,
having a one year platform would allow us to address broad areas of
growth.
2. IA - the Intermountain is not in support of a one year plan due to the time
constraints and being approved at the RLC and being consistently pushed
forward. We are afraid that this will allow the board to accomplish less
things while focusing on this. The assessment portion also has concerns
in not giving the time to perform an assessment and establishing goals.
3. MA - yield
4. NE - we are in favor of a one year plan, but are concerned with the plans
being confirmed at the Regional Leadership conferences. Implementing a
one year plan after RLC would create a much shorter timeline for this
process.
5. SW - moves to caucus for five minutes
a) CA - seconds
6. SA - moves to poll the room
a) PA - seconds
(1) Is a large portion of this a time concern? Would it help if
we paused on the part of it being at RLC and left that open
to the board when it is best to decide? Would it help if the
start the planning between RBC and NACURH?
7. NE - moves to amend the last clause from the piece
a) Strike “therefore let it be finally resolved, that Regional Strategic
Platforms will then be released to regional memberships and
NACURH Leadership for consideration and approval at the
Regional Leadership Conference and will be in effect until the end
of the following NACURH Annual Conference.”
(1) SA - seconds
b) Proponent speech
(1) At the RLCs, Boards will already be through with half of
their terms, and lose time to work within the platform,
would be better if Boards had more time to implement
their platforms rather than waiting for the RLC.
c) Q&A
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(1) IA - do you then see this potentially have the regions not
approve their platforms at all?
(a) It does not seem very necessary for it to be
approved if it is a one year goal and is based on
goals that the RBD had run off.
(2) CA - would anyone have to approve it?
(a) Only the NACURH Executive.
(3) SA - moves to end Q&A
(a) GL - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) SW - we agree with removing this statement because it
allows for more regional flexibility, but could also consider
what the regional approval process means and what could
happen within this suggested timeline.
(2) SA - the shift from a strategic plan to a yearly platform
allows for flexibility and not having a specified approval
platform gives regions autonomy to approve this on their
own methods.
(3) CA - we are slightly concerned on removing the
expectation that representatives have to vote on the
piece, still value the regional representatives having the
final say.
(4) IA - the Intermountain does have concerns with the
timeline but by removing this approval by region, it
removes the regional involvement that is necessary for
plans.
(5) MA - we are concerned about removing this portion, many
of our regional initiatives are based on transparency.
(6) PA - there should probably be some form of approval for
the platform but the input from the region is important.
While not everyone can understand the entirety of
NACURH.
(7) PA - seeing from the current discussion in the room, the
Pacific believes that removing the specific timeline of the
RLC may be a better option.
(8) SA - yield
(9) MA - yield
(10) CA - would this be an issue of timeline for
implementation
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(11)

PA - moves to end discussion
(a) GL - seconds
(i)

NE - dissent, would like to amend the
amendment.
(a) GL removes second

(ii)

NE - amend the piece to just taking out at
each “Regional Leadership Conference”
(a) Author - accepts as friendly
amendment.

(12)

NCO - calls to question

e) Vote
(1) 6-2-0, amendment carries
8. IA - the Intermountain is not in favor of this piece based upon the
exclusion of an NRHH Strategic Plan and the identity associated with that
and the hard work associated with this.
9. GL - moves the amend the second to last clause to include “or at
transition retreats” to the end.
a) NE - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
(1) The Great Lakes feels that by adding this it would give
more flexibility for boards to do this prior to the NACURH
Annual Conference and give the opportunity to have a
hand in transitioning into a new term.
c) Q&A
(1) MA - when does the Great Lakes typically have their
transition retreats?
(a) Typically the week prior to the Annual Conference
(2) NE - so if a region has a transition retreat before the sworn
in at the Annual conference would they be able to do this
still?
(a) When thinking of this amendment, we were
keeping in mind that a lot of planning for incoming
boards happens at the transition retreat, would be
valuable to add this flexibility based on regional
needs.
(3) SW - the way the statement starts between the Annual
Conference and transition retreats would occur before the
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annual conference. Would you accept a friendly
amendment to fix this grammatical error?
(a) Yes
(4) SA - moves to end Q&A
(a) CA - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) SA - moves to amend, change the wording to “before the
Annual Conference” rather than “between the NACURH
Annual Conference.”
(a) Author - accepts as friendly
(2) SW - yields
(3) NCO - calls the question
e) Vote
(1) 7-0-1, amendment carries
10. IA - moves to strike the second to last therefore statement
a) “Therefore let it be further resolved, that within one week of their
summer/fall summits, the regional entity will submit their
completed template to their NACURH Executive Buddy for
feedback and approval; and,”
b) SW - seconds
c) Proponent Speech
(1) The Intermountain is concerned that there would be an
issue with getting approval through the Execs through
multiple variables such as personal dynamics and
relationships.
d) Q&A
(1) MA - Is the concern with the piece more the approval or
the feedback?
(a) It is more of the approval portion.
(2) CA - is your concern with the approval potential
interpersonal conflict between the Executives and RBDs?
(a) Yes, a potential situation with the Exec Buddy and
did not like the regional board and did not like
what was included in the platform could cause
issues with this.
(3) PA - would you entertain a friendly amendment to strike
out the approval portion?
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(a) Yes
(4) SW - yield
(5) SA - would you accept a friendly amendment to fix the
syntax
(a) Yes
(6) Chair - could be clarified through syntax
(7) MA - yield
(8) NE - moves to end Q&A
(a) GL - seconds
e) Discussion
(1) PA - moves to amend
(a) Author - accepts friendly amendment
(2) SW - the Southwest agrees that we do not need approval
but appreciate the feedback given.
(3) MA - the Midwest is concerned with the keeping the entire
piece due to the inclusion of summer retreats and
transition retreats and what that dynamic would look like
of its the new or previous Execs
(4) GL - moves to end discussion
(a) PA - seconds
(5) Vote
(a) 8-0-0, amendment carries
11. SA - moves to amend
a) IA - seconds
(1) CA - dissents, based upon that this would be better heard
to be tabled to the authors.
b) IA - withdraws second
(1) SA - withdraws motion
12. CA - the Central Atlantic moves to table the piece to the authors to be
heard at the next NBD chat.
a) NE - seconds
(1) NCO - dissents, would like to see until Friday.
(a) Vote
(i)

0-7-1, amendment fails

13. NE - moves to table the piece to the authors until Friday
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a) SW - seconds
(1) CA - dissents, would like to add revisions
14. CA - moves to table the piece to the authors with revisions until Friday.
a) NE - seconds
(1) MA - dissents, curious if this should be tabled to the
committee rather than just the authors.
(a) MA - withdraws dissent
b) Vote
(1) 8-0-0, motion tabled
III.

MM18-WRK07 | OCM Allotment Task Force Update
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-WRK07 to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. There is an overview of the piece from last year, and we need to move
forward with a decision on spending these funds. The NACURH Executive
committee have come up with a five options and was narrowed down to
these two options that are present. The two choices had split the
committee and which is why we are workshopping this piece. The first
one is the NACURH Common Read to promote the entities of NACURH to
receive books from the NCO and having them be provided for free for
members. Potentially partnering with the authors to come to the annual
conference. The second idea, is an alternative break sponsored by
NACURH and there would less people attending this event and would
have a high learning opportunity for a lower number of students. This
could be done near the conference site and impacts more people than
those attending.
2. Would like to know the impacts of the two options and which would be
more beneficial for NACURH.
C. Q&A
1. NCO - how many books are you planning to purchase and would this
amount cover shipping.
a) Shipping logistics is not known currently, but there are current
connections with book sellers than would provide the books for
an affordable cost. While shipping there are options that can be
worked out if needed. Then depending on the book selection
would help determine how many books are being purchased.
2. NE - with the book option, would you consider e-books?
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a) This could be something that would be looked into and would
provide accessibility and could be fleshed out.
3. GL - with the book option, the allotment money would pay for the books
and then the books would be sold by the NCO?
a) The intent was for this money to buy the books and then given
away to members.
4. NCO - for the Alternative Break option, can you clarify the cost that the
student would cover?
a) This is an estimate that would help set up the logistics of the
service trip during the actual event but getting there would be up
to the person attending.
5. GL - with Alternative Breaks, would the task force plan the logistics of
that event or would that be planned by the Executives?
a) BreakAway is an organization that works with planning Alternative
Breaks, but also this would not happen until next fiscal year if
chosen, the NACURH Executive team would then likely take on the
primary roles in the planning process.
6. NE - do you have an idea of how people would be selected to participate
in the Alternative Breaks?
a) I do not think anything was put in this piece because would rather
give the next board the opportunity to develop this process and
application. When discussed about this, that 20 people applied
and there could not be a need for a lengthy application process.
7. IA - wondering why the potential location and the potential service were
chosen?
a) Had originally planned those as if it would be implemented this
year, the idea is that the location would always align with the
Annual Conference location, and that the service would be
homelessness because of its close connection to NACURH’s
mission and values related to community spaces and housing.
Could be changed for future planning.
8. SW - could we consider both options?
a) I think one would be good for a great opportunity for this money
and being feasible.
9. MA - yield
10. SW - if we went with the service learning alternative break but also
potentially having NRHH members be sponsored to go to their own
alternative breaks?
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a) That is something to consider, but could potentially be a third
option for this money.
11. IA - point of information, one of the things we talked about in the task
force was that grants are scholarships are sometimes not applied for, we
want to do something impactful with these funds, and account for the
fact that not all institutions have Alternative Break programs.
D. Discussion
1. SA - we had some concerns earlier today about cutting checks to people,
but have the same sentiment with the book idea, how could we hold
people accountable to participating with this initiative?
2. GL - appreciates the holistic approach of the Common Read and the
utilitarian aspect of the program
3. CA - would like to poll the room, how many individuals would have the
opportunity to have StrengthsQuest paid for by their host institution?
4. NCO - enjoys both of these ideas but the Common Read when discussed
before for a bring together to discuss this. While the alternative break
can provide multiple opportunities and could always be hosted at the
NCO.
5. MA - we like both of these options, especially the common read option
because of its ability to impact more people, we are however leaning
more toward the Alternative Break option because of its opportunities
for more high impact engagement.
6. IA - likes both ideas and prefers the Alternative Breaks and sees
implications with cost and accessibility and believe that the marketing for
this will be more engaging than a Common Read.
7. CA - recognize pros for both options, are leaning slightly more toward the
common read option because of its accessibility from both a cost and
date perspective, we do however recognize the potential lack of
engagement with the common read option and like how the Alternative
Break option connects well with the values of NRHH.
8. SA - feels that there are tangible ways to pursue both of these, such as a
NACURH Booklist or such and this could be a potential way to engage
with educational materials and would attract those members interested.
While also using the money to pursue the alternative breaks to get the
best of both.
9. NCO - believes that the Alternative Break option, this could be impacted
by the potential next of the NACURH Annual Conference.
10. OCM - you will hear more from us tomorrow about the new endorsement
agreement and that for every school affiliated with NACURH and this will
be a $100.00 and potentially that money could be added to help with
travel for this spring break. Similarly, ACUHO-I does an online book
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check-in to post their feedback about the book and do different
discussion topics for the read.
11. GL - we appreciate that with the Alternative Break option, people
attending would be able to connect well with the Annual Conference host
location, there is spaces that universities occupy without being cautious
of the potential social issues in those area from a NACURH perspective.
12. SW - we see one opportunity with the Common Read, but similarly to
LEAD having a checks and levels in regards to reading the books
13. Annual Conference - this would bring in a general member of NACURH
leadership and this would allow many members to experience the
conference for not coming to Semis.
14. SA - what would Alternative Breaks mean from a liability perspective?
a) Chair - this would be something to explore, we would likely still
have a waiver, would have an Advisor in attendance, we also may
learn things in exploring the logistics of this option but when this
has been discussed previously we did not have a lot of immediate
concerns.
15. PA - believes that the Alternative Break option presents a lot of potential
for general members of NACURH and could be planned over a weekend
to account for variations in spring break times.
16. SW - the other opportunity would be seeing how the Common Read
could be centered around a case study relating to our mission/vision
statement.
17. SA - there are pricing updates happening with StrengthsQuest that might
make this a more feasible option for NACURH and could be something to
consider.
E. Poll the room
1. This piece will be moved back to the OCM Allotment task force to be
discussed and revisited by the Boards by the end of the fiscal year.
IV.

CA - moves to recess for five minutes
A. GL - seconds

V.

MM18-20 | ACUHO-I Funded Research
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-20 to the floor
1. Annual Conference - seconds
B. IA - moves to waive the reading
1. GL - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
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1. One thing we have not talked a lot about is the Chairperson's role and
interaction with other organizations outside of NACURH. While each
board member of NACURH has a different scope and the Chair’s scope is
how can we eliminate threats within the organization. NACURH’s
expression shows a lot of fun and the external partners could be limited
where NACURH has a small scope to these professional organizations.
The field of Higher Education is specifically thinking of financial impact
and the value added of being a member of NACURH. Some things in the
past have tried to place value of NACURH and why people should be
financially backing NACURH and the impact of student leaders is a smaller
number compared to those living on campus. NACURH in connections
with that is up against what we are doing around learning in the housing
department and NACURH has not done that and given the demonstration
and outcomes of being a member of NACURH or even RHA and NRHH on
campus. This piece is asking to contribute to ACUHO-I to recruit faculty
on doing research of NACURH on our behalf. This would be specifically
focused to NACURH or RHA/NRHH and be able to provide concrete data
and research on the impact of being a leader in these organizations. This
approval would start this upcoming semester and provides reasoning
upon why NACURH is interested into this and the data would provide
cross constitutional information that is not obtained through
assessments currently in place. This would give us two rounds of research
for NACURH and if there was no applicants in the first round it would just
cycle continuously. Doing it now, even if there was no money it would be
a great opportunity to market this opportunity. What we would likely do
is have two members of the NACURH Board and Exec Committee to work
on the application to be filled out with ACUHO-I. When people are
awarded a grant on an organization, there are expectations with this and
it would be a two year presentation of data. They would also do a
webinar for both entities and publish to a journal as well and be
transferable to the LINK and advisors within NACURH as well to provide a
well rounded experience of this.
D. Q&A
1. CA - where is the money coming from?
a) This would come from the general line item and be more
explained during the budget presentation and would be turned
over to ACUHO-I before the end of the fiscal year.
2. IA - what will be the accessibility of the end research?
a) Be made accessible to be included in the NACURH Connection and
making all the webinars accessible.
3. PA - you touched on there will be the ability for students involved with
NACURH to be involved, can you be more specific?
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a) It would be dependent on the research and this would be the risk
and often times people do not have the research what they want
due to funding. It is hard to know until these concepts are
provided and it may not always be approved.
4. SA - to clarify they are not required or encouraged do research regarding
NACURH?
a) It would be student leadership within residence halls and can
range from hall councils to NACURH.
5. SA - was there other funded research around NACURH?
a) I think the reality of this is that NACURH can promote the student
leadership experience and contains more strength then why do
we matter.
6. IA - curious about using some of the $7,000 to require them to present at
a conference preferably the Annual Conference.
a) This could be a possibility and two conversations of talking with
ACUHO-I and the average that is required in grants is
$3,000.00-$4,000.00 and would lead the opportunity to do one or
two but can also provide travel and registration if granted through
ACUHO-I.
7. CA - would like to ask how ACUHO-I determined the match of funding?
a) We did not ask that or go into the conversation with funding, and
this is something that is valuable to NACURH. The first
conversation was that ACUHO-I would be interested in helping
with funding and then the Director of Research had presented the
funds.
8. CA - in the piece two members of the boards and execs would be apart of
the process, how will these board members be chosen?
a) I think if there is a specific thing that is wanted it can happen, but
most likely an application will be utilized.
9. MA - since this is only funding for two terms is there a long term process
for this?
a) We should figure out if it works or if it is worth pursuing. Once
things are researched it will snowball in interest of researching
student leadership in housing and could potentially be using
Advancement Society fundings for. Longevity is important
because there could be more funding and investment in NACURH
based upon that.
10. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) NCO - seconds
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E. Discussion
1. NCO - is appreciative of this piece as it is sometimes hard to affiliate with
NACURH.
2. IA - moves to strike “if they are financially able” in the last resolution
statement
a) MA - seconds
(1) NCO dissents, based upon it must explain how and where
the money is coming from.
(a) MA retracts the second
3. NE - yield
4. CA - believes that it should not be an assumption that an anyone doing
research to attend the conference, but if it is imperative for them to
come to the conference it is important to establish this.
5. SA - agrees with the Central Atlantic, either being able to utilize their
travel to funding or be funded as a NACURH Special Guest.
6. NCO - believes we could use electronic means to present at the
conference.
7. SW - in elaboration off of the NCO, and being able to utilize the space to
do the webinar there and also outside of the Annual Conference.
8. GL - moves to end discussion
a) SA - seconds
(1) CA - dissents, based upon putting further clarification to
the resolution if they should be at the conference or not.
(a) SA withdraws
9. IA - thinks that the funding for travel should be out of the grant funding,
and the grantees should be expected to go to the travel and adjust their
funds accordingly.
10. PA - believes that an in person presentation is not a hard concept and
agrees with the NCO to provide the benefits of this research.
11. SA - would like to conduct a straw poll on attending in person or virtual
a) Polled the room
12. Chair - a requirement would be hard to estimate travel two years down
the line .
13. CA - would like to propose an amendment to the last therefore
statement, adding “virtually”
a) IA - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
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(1) Echoing the general sentiments of the room and would be
in the best interest to do this presentation virtually
especially based off the travel estimations.
c) Q&A
(1) NE - how do you see if this virtual presentation is different
than a webinar?
(a) This would be at the actual annual conference and
setting aside time for this to happen in an
interactive setting.
(2) NCO - moves to end Q&A
(a) SA - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) MA - was wondering if a friendly amendment would be
considered that it will be promoted at the Annual
Conference rather than a regional conference.
(a) NAA - do not count that as friendly.
(2) NCO - motions to make an amendment to include “if they
are financially unable to attend”
(a) Author - denies the friendly amendment
(b) NE - seconds
(c) Proponent Speech
(i)

Gives the researcher the opportunity to
presenter their data if they would like to do
this in person rather than strictly virtual.

(d) Q&A
(i)

SA - could we fix the grammar within the
resolution.
(a) POP - We cannot fix that currently
but later.

(ii)

Chair - I think we can afford if they want to
come at the time and have the future
NACURH worry about the financial cost.

(iii)

NCO has withdrawn their amendment

e) CA withdraws their amendment
14. CA - moves to amend the last therefore to “at the Annual Conference
with their travel and conference related costs covered”
a) NE - seconds
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b) Proponent Speech
(1) This was formed based off the sentiment of the room and
is important for the researcher to present at the Annual
Conference and knowing we have the financial viability to
do this, it would show the appreciation and value of the
research being funded.
c) Q&A
(1) SA - would you accept a friendly amendment to change
conference related costs to conference costs?
(a) Author - accepts friendly amendment
(2) NE - moves to end Q&A
(a) GL - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) NCO - calls the question
e) Vote
(1) 8-0-0, amendment carries
15. IA - appreciates the hard work that went into this piece and the foreword
thinking of this piece.
16. CA - calls the question
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
VI.

Annual Conference - moves to recess for the evening
A. NCO - seconds

THURSDAY, JANUARY 04, 2018
I.

Call to order at 8:02 AM MST

II.

2018 Program of the Year Selection
A. MA - nominates Colorado School of Mines
1. PA - seconds
B. NCO - nominates University of Pittsburgh
1. IA - seconds
C. MA - nominates Missouri State University FGU
1. NE - seconds
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D. CA - nominates University of British Columbia
1. GL - seconds
E. IA - nominates Saginaw Valley State University
1. NE - seconds
F. PA - nominates California State University, Monterey Bay
1. SA - seconds
G. NE - nominates Texas Tech University
1. AC - seconds
H. NCO - nominates the University of Oregon
1. PA - seconds
I. PA - moves to close nominations
1. SA - seconds
J. Colorado School of Mines
Pro

Con

Service learning

Verbose

Highlighted marginalized
groups

Low attendance

Background research

High cost to attendee ratio

Goals

-

Off campus engagement

-

1. IA - moves to end pro/con
a) SA - seconds
K. University of Pittsburgh
Pro

Con

Issue highlighted

Transferability

High impact marketing

Low attendance
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NRHM program

-

Utilized national partners

-

Quotes from attendees

-

L. Florida Gulf Coast University
Pro

Con

Trigger warning

Innovation

NRHM focus

-

Shared strategies

-

Meaningful bid format

Loss of impact further into bid

Sights NACURH values

-

M. Missouri State University
Pro

Con

Relevance of issue

Confusion about program

-

Limited goals

Long-standing program

Measures success by t-shirt
distribution

-

Implementation on other
campuses

-

-

N. University of British Columbia
Pro

Con
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Utilizes community
connections

-

Involvement from campus
partners

Limited audience

Strong evaluation tools

-

Thorough analysis of
challenges

-

O. Saginaw Valley State University
Pro

Con

Community pride

Adaptability not mentioned

Council packets

-

Strong marketing outreach

Educational impact

Fosters residence hall
community

-

Implementing campus
tradition

Potentially prohibitive costs

-

-

P. California State University, Monterey Bay
Pro

Con

Low cost

Limited student impact

Addresses NACURH mission

-

Collaboration with campus
partners

Transferability to other
campuses
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Serves underrepresented
communities

-

-

-

Pro

Con

SWOT analysis

Limited content

High student demand

Innovation

Monthly Budget Breakdown

Program Costs

-

Unexplained goals

Marketing

-

-

Communication

-

-

Pro

Con

Highlights fun

Assessment and feedback
collection

Accomodations

Limited impact

Inclusion focus

Vague budget

Campus visibility

No regional letter of support

High attendance

-

Collaboration efforts

Educational aspect

Q. Texas Tech University

R. University of Oregon
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Marketing

-

Testimonials

-

S. Discussion
1. PA - would like to recognize Colorado School of Mines, they worked to
recognize a marginalized group, and is also concerned about the high cost
of the program.
2. CA - the Central Atlantic appreciates FGU over 1,000 signatures and
incorporated NACURH Initiatives such as NRHM and the partnership with
It’s On Us.
3. GL - appreciates the University of British Columbia’s bid, the program was
intended for a smaller audience, and there may have less impact to take
that program and implemented outside of their RHA or NRHH.
4. SW - in regards to the Community Olympics for SGVU, this can serve
larger educational impacts and have seen larger innovative aspects with
diversity programs and can grow from this year to improve next year.
5. IA - appreciates MSU’s efforts toward conversation about drug and
alcohol use on their campus
6. GL - would like to further expand on FGCU for their loss of impact to bid,
the main text is white and then there is a highlighting in blue that can
lose impact for their intended purpose.
7. NE - would like to recognize TTU for including a SWOT analysis in their bid
to demonstrate a commitment to transferability for other campuses
8. MA - appreciates TTU for meeting students needs and would continue on
this educational growth and dedication.
9. IA - appreciates UO’s intentionality with ensuring many students can
attend their program.
10. GL - would like to recognize University of Pittsburgh for covering relevant
topics to their student needs on mental health, but do not feel like this is
easily transferable with the artist. We appreciate the open space for
communication and the student ran process.
11. MA - would like to recognize MSU’s longstanding tradition with their
program, and are excited to see how the address marketing and outreach
in the future
12. NE - yield
13. SA - BC, provided attendees with transferable skills related to their
program.
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14. CA - feels that while the Colorado School of Mines has lot of useful
information, the way it was presented was not the best choice and can
be overwhelming.
15. SW - believes that Cal State was innovative with their educational impact
with their programs community focus.
16. IA - yield
17. CA - somewhat concerned with evaluations used by both MSU and FSU,
the only evidence the present in the bid was anecdotal and didn’t present
quantitative information.
18. IA - wants the room to consider innovation, sees implementing a program
for the first time as more innovative than recreating a program.
19. NE - yield
20. PA - that Barnhouse Bash would have a larger impact if the educational
involvement was larger.
21. GL - appreciates how Cal State used a campus climate survey to promote
relevance of the issue in their program implementation.
22. PA - highlight CSU Monterey Bay for adapting from previous years and
feedback from prior programs and their adaptable nature for their goals.
23. IA - while the Intermountain encourages SVSU for their program, we
currently do not feel like this program is accessible to those who are not
able bodied.
24. MA - feels that while there is some concern appreciate SGVU
commitment to connecting their program to the campus community.
25. SW - appreciates that Pittsburgh had a unique program, but the cost per
person was higher than what should be needed for a transferable
program.
26. CA - appreciates the length to which Colorado School of Mines worked to
educate themselves in the program implementation process.
27. SA - conducts University of Pittsburgh for taking on research prior to the
program to help develop a strong program for their residents.
28. MA - moves to caucus for five minutes
a) SA - seconds
29. IA - moves to narrow the field to five
(1) SA - seconds
30. Field narrowed to six
a) Colorado S Mines
b) Pittsburgh
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c) FGCU
d) UBC
e) Cal State
f) Texas Tech University
31. CA - would like the room to think about how adaptable programs are,
especially related to cost, with that we have concerns TTU, Pitt, and
Mines and their ability to be transferred to other institutions.
32. NCO - would like to recognize the Colorado School of Mines on educating
on such a unique topic to their host institution.
33. IA - appreciates FGCU’s NRHM program, but are concerned with the lack
of innovation and depth of data presented in their bid.
34. GL - appreciates the issues that TTU bid had covered and seeks to remedy
with their program, however their program is not very innovative due to
the amount of drag shows that happen on campuses.
35. CA - feels that while UBC’s bid has a lot of useful information, the
program was more focused on RHA’s leadership development rather than
residents in their community.
36. IA - would like the room to acknowledge transferability based upon what
is mentioned in the bid and that University of Pittsburgh and Monterey
Bay do not fully explain that in their bids.
37. SA - commends FGCU, even though their program was based off of a key
partnership in NACURH, they were able to make the program unique to
their own institution and institutional needs.
38. SW - would like to further commend California State for acknowledging
the intersectionality of multiple demographics within their students
attending their program.
39. MA - appreciates Mines’ program for its intentional content and impact,
thorough impact throughout the bid, and intentionality of the program.
40. CA - agrees with the lack of innovation for FGCU though is still impressed
with the increased awareness and involvement of the program.
41. PA - would like to recognize UBC and their programs’ impact on their
students and intention in creating a conference like experience for
attendees.
42. GL - would like to highlight the transferability of UBC and their program
and the impact of the presidents attending the program.
43. CA - acknowledges Mine’s efforts to address the needs of their campus
but are concerned with some of the language used throughout their bid
and characterization of their campus.
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44. SA - is concerned with the school of mines with the success indicators
and the relation of the people needed to put on the program and the
applicability of putting this on at other campuses.
45. GL - feels that BCU, FGCU, and Cal State did well with addressing and
integrating the values and mission of NACURH, as well as specific
attention to a social justice focus, UBC’s program also sought to specific
develop leaders which connects directly to NACURH’s mission.
46. SA - would like to commend BCU for providing their members with
resources and guidance towards their services on campus.
47. SA - moves to narrow the field to four
a) PA - seconds
48. Field narrowed to
a) University of Pittsburgh
b) Florida Gulf Coast University
c) University of British Columbia
d) California State University, Monterey Bay
49. IA - appreciates all four bids, but are concerned with Cal State’s budget,
only one budget is listed but there were multiple events hosted, could be
limiting to other institutions working to implement, feel that other bids
were stronger in this area.
50. SA - while the South Atlantic commedns and finds the UBC put on a high
quality event, it is exclusive to those being trained in RHA and is not
geared towards serving the higher community.
51. GL - would like to comment on how difficult it is to compare the
University of British Columbia’s bid to the other three based on the
program’s focus.
52. IA - appreciates University of Pittsburgh, the artist used may not always
be transferable to other campuses.
53. SA - would like to address concerns on innovation in FGCU’s bid, feel that
steps taken to adapt the program to their campus demonstrate this
innovation component.
54. SA - calls the question
a) No dissent
T. Vote
1. Did not reach a conclusive majority, field narrowed to two
a) Florida Gulf Coast University
b) California State University, Monterey Bay
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U. Discussion
1. CA - would like to highlight that FGCU for the impact they had on how
much was spent, makes this accessible to other campuses. With an
intentional budget it shows their impact can go beyond the scope of their
campus
2. MA - appreciates that Cal State was committed to research and used
research in the implementation of their program.
3. GL - calls the question
a) MA - dissents, would like to hear further discussion
4. IA - appreciates FGCU focus on NRHH and NRHM and has a large student
impact and would be a great recipient of POY.
5. SA - would like to note FGCU’s bid which came from their NRHH chapter,
demonstrates their effort to develop both NRHH and RHA on their
campus.
6. GL - is in full support of FGCU in being able to integrate a social justice
facet into other opportunities of NACURH such as NRHM.
7. MA - calls the question
a) No dissent
V. Vote
III.

MM18-27 | Risk Management Title
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-27 to the floor
1. NCO - seconds
B. PA - moves to waive the reading
1. GL - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. This piece was written in order to make Risk Management a priority for
NACURH and have had conversations in the past in regards to this. There
will be a couple of pieces of legislation that seemed to go under a single
title than across the policy book. This is only going to be a title available
to have Risk Management as a Title and will provide a clear and
consistent title for everyone. Lastly, in this piece there is a resolution to
explore Risk Management pieces by NACURH 2018.
D. Q&A
1. SA - last year there was a risk management task force, so how will you
make sure that regional identities are heard during this?
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a) The concerns were that is hard for the students to fully
understand the scope and risk without the CRC and Executive
Committee. Throughout this semester, updates will be provided
but there will be no similar task force.
2. IA - why you chose this to be a full piece and not workshop?
a) We are not ready to fully form a risk management section to a full
sound policy and this would be the first step to warrant
legislation.
3. SW - one of the first policies would be conference risk management,
would this be moved?
a) That was part of the issue of what made sense in which sections
of NACURH and the benefits of having this title is that all risk
management pieces can go into this.
4. PA - yields
5. SA - on the NACURH level, where there is a trickle down effect, where we
have a portion of risk management in our policies would this trickle down
to regions?
a) I think the thing that is tricky is that all policies would not go down
from NACURH to the regional level. We can provide structure and
guidance to help through this process.
6. IA - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - seconds
E. Discussion
1. SA - is in full support of this piece, knowing that the Execs have a larger
and more familiar scope of risk management within NACURH.
2. NE - calls to question
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
IV.

OCM Update Presentation

I.

Call to order at 12:55 PM MST

II.

MM18-14 | Change of Registered Agent
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-14 to the floor
1. CA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
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1. Have to have an address on file, will need to update this in our articles of
ino
C. Q&A
1. SA - is this a PO Box?
a) No we are not able to do that, have to have a permanent address
on file.
2. NCO - was there a reason for the second our?
a) Syntax
3. CA - was there an address in Oklahoma prior?
a) Yes
4. CA - why are we changing this?
a) This is out of date and we are taking care of the past.
5. NE - have you looked into a permanent address?
a) This is how this works because we would need a permanent place
in Oklahoma and where our incorporation lies.
6. SA - since we are incorporated in Oklahoma we would have to a place in
there forever?
a) Yes, NACURH has always been incorporated in the state of
Oklahoma, changing that would likely require a very large change
in our corporate status.
7. SA - if we were to change our location would this need to be adjusted?
a) Not really sure, but there would likely be a starting over process.
8. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) GL - seconds
D. Discussion
1. IA - calls the question
a) No dissent
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
III.

ART Presentation
A. Q&A
1. CA - how do you manage a situation where Regional Advisors are
expected to facilitate ART sessions but do not have access to the
materials?
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a) Advisors have a list of campus advisors in their regions who are
presenter eligible that are coordinated with. Would love to see
every Regional Advisor go through the ART program.
2. CA - what about the current in person sessions makes them not able to
be done virtually.
a) The kinesthetic learning (movement, work groups, etc.), portions
of the presentation sessions.
3. Advisor - wanted to acknowledge the work that Mary and Adam have
done over the past few years, as previously mentioned, context is
everything, in the past specific regions claimed ownership over the ART
program which caused complications from the NACURH level.
4. IA - we have had conversations with Advisors in IACURH about the
productivity and level of conversations in ART sessions, and have
suggested creating topic lists for ART sessions, is this something you
would consider?
a) Yes, definitely interested in continuing work to improve the
current ART sessions.
5. GL - you mentioned that the current ART database is not user friendly,
have you considered connecting the ART database to the NACURH
Connection?
a) Yes, still working to determine if this would be feasible.
6. IA - would you like help with working on the ART database?
a) Sure
7. CA - talked a little bit about a lack of ART certified Advisors attending
conference, how do you plan to address this challenge?
a) Need to determine if “Train the Trainer” presentations should be
happening at regional conferences of just the Annual conference.
8. NCO - through the ART program, Advisors cannot get certificates because
NACURH can’t “certify,” have you considered working with ACUHO-i to
do this?
a) Have looked into this but do not this is a feasible option at this
time.
IV.

MM18-19 | RHA President Purpose Statement
A. SA - moves to bring MM18-19 to the floor
1. SW - seconds
B. MA - moves to waive the reading
1. PA - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
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1. This is one of the pieces in regards to adopting a purpose statement of
our representative positions and making them more meaningful. We
wanted to ensure that we made them feel distinct and could contribute
something to NACURH. Currently, there is nothing in RHA Presidents and
we are not sure of having a consistent way to define what they do and by
having this purpose statement would align these conversations. From
there we aligned policy with the language already in the bylaws and
includes the statement of allowing the services and resources provided to
Presidents will align with what currently does. We aspire to have this
adopted into policy books across the region to give directions to give the
distinction of the RHA President.
D. Q&A
1. NE - would this prevent Presidents from voting on bids and electing
positions?
a) No it would not and this is not in NACURH policy.
2. CA - do you all consult the regional president representatives on the
boards?
a) Yes we have and did research in regards to them, there is a lot of
research on the Semis website that reflects data for RHA
Presidents from the past three years. The data has shown that
they want a role that will provide distinction.
3. GL - why are we referring to RHA President's if we do not own RHA?
a) It is aligning with NACURH policy and there is no standardization
of what the RHA President does at their own institutional level.
4. CA - we were wondering if you could provide more onto why you want
to get rid of previously included RHA Presidents in regional policies?
a) We want to ensure that NCCs have the stewardship of NACURH
and having the voting body. There is no real NACURH Business if
you remove the RHA and we need to be consistent across our
corporate structure.
5. SA - as moving forward with creating and redefining NRHH, would it be
interesting to include NRHH Presidents in round tables?
a) I do not think we would say no to participating in these services,
and there is the sometimes of inconsistency of being the NRHH
Rep and NRHH President.
6. PA - is there any significance to having this during corporate session?
a) It is a compromise of both, this allow them to see the scope of
One NACURH and being connected. At the same time, the NCCs
are empowered to make decisions on behalf of their institutions.
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We did not want to plan this during programming sessions since
many presidents enjoy these and are integral.
7. CA - would Presidents be forbidden from attending the corporate
business session?
a) No they would not be.
8. IA - curious as to why you used the word may utilize conference?
a) This is very intentional and we felt that RHA Presidents are not
required to attend a conference. When affiliating with NACURH
they need to appoint an NCC and we chose may that it would not
provide the requirement of RHA Presidents attending the
conference.
9. PA - in regards to the elimination of RHA President's Policy Books in
region, what if they shifted this to current policy books?
a) Potentially using a title or article in their policy book and it would
be fine, but knowing that NCCs ultimately have power over this
vote.
10. GA - moves to end Q&A
a) NE - seconds
E. Discussion
1. NE - this piece meets the needs and requests that RHA Presidents had
from NACURH and giving them that purpose within the corporation.
2. IA - over the past few years, IACURH has looked what RHA Presidents are
within the region. Our CO for Presidents has put in a lot of energy into
this and giving our presidents to opportunity to provide more
opportunities for development in their own field.
3. CA - is in full of support of a RHA President Purpose, however, having an
RHA President Policy Book we have not had enough time to determine if
this is something that is needed in our region. We are not stating that we
think this is a long term solution, but after removing it from six months of
implementation would be good to see how this pans out.
4. PA - supports the CA in their statement, however express our concerns
about requiring an RHA Presidents Roundtable to occur during corporate
business session. Would feel more comfortable without the inclusion of
this requirement.
5. SA - is in support of this piece in regards to the notion and concept that
we do not own RHA and we cannot do business on our behalf like the
NCCs. We agree with the Pacific that the Roundtable should not occur
during Corporate and may strain the relationship between the two.
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6. PA - motions to amend the piece to remove “during the Corporate
Business Meeting”
a) SW - seconds
(1) MA - dissents, it might the best interest to have it not
place in the Corporate Business to choose the possible
solution.
(a) SW - does not withdraw
(i)

Vote
(a) 2-6-0, amendment fails

7. CA - the Central Atlantic would like to provide further information on our
Policy Book. Our policy book does not determine how this is ran on the
home campus but how they can collaborate on the regional level. We
recognize that NACURH does not own RHA and we believe that the
document was structured to provide clarification on how Presidents can
work together on the regional level.
8. SW - the Southwest believes that an RHA Presidents will choose the
roundtable or corporate, and based off on NSPA data there will be a large
attendance and within the piece provides the opportunity to have
multiple round tables or corporate or a hybrid.
9. PA - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) Annual Conference - seconds
10. MA - moves to amend the second to last statement to reflect “at a time
that does not conflict with a corporate business meeting”
a) CA - seconds
(1) SA - dissents, agrees with the sentiments of the Southwest
of the RHA Presidents choosing their own paths.
(a) CA - does not withdraw
(i)

Vote
(a) 4-4-0, the Chair casts a vote to hear
the proponent speech

(b) Proponent Speech
(i)

This was chosen because the Midwest will
not be changing many structural changes
between relationships and having more
opportunities to separate may not agree in
the sense to provide unity.

(c) Q&A
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(i)

NE - do you see there being any feasible
times?
(a) It is certainly not suggested they do
not have to happen during the
corporate business but having two
high stakes may not be perceived in
the right way between institutions.

(ii)

IA - why you’re choosing the Annual
Conference when this is a business decision
based upon the Execs decision?
(a) It should not take place at the same
time so that difficult choice does not
have to be made.

(iii)

GL - moves to end Q&A
(a) CA - seconds

(d) Discussion
(i)

SA - the South Atlantic does not support
this amendment that there would not be an
opportunity to have this without NACURH.
By having that invitation to attend
Corporate Info they would have that
opportunity to provide discussion and
points prior to Corporate.

(ii)

SW - in favor of the South Atlantic, and the
RHA President Social takes place and could
potentially have the ability to do this and
there is no other time for this time.

(iii)

GL - echoes the previous sentiments and
like to add that the RHA President and NCC
should be sharing what they learned in both
instances.

(iv)

PA - the Pacific believes that even though
the Presidents do not make any official
decisions, but being in the Corporate
Business Session is an important choice for
them. Thinking traditionally that boardroom
is during programming

(v)

IA - would like to remind the room that this
is an option for them to attend and can
choose where they feel like they are
needed more.
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(vi)

MA - is still in support of this based upon
the feedback given to our board and that
these small decisions matter and they do
place a role in their residence hall
organization.

(vii)

SW - would like to point out that it is
important to engage in the roundtables and
ask if the conference staff if they could
record these and upload them to the
NACURH Connection

(viii)

SA - calls to question

(e) Vote
(i)

3-5-0, amendment fails

11. IA - the Intermountain would like to pose an idea about Policy Books and
not having enough time to develop over the year there is a potential to
add an amendment to extend this to the close of the end of the Annual
Conference.
12. SA - would like to suggest to move the RHA Policy Book into the regional
policy books or we could re-add this to the piece.
13. PA - would the author yield to a question?
a) PA - what happens after this Roundtable and Corporate Session
after NACURH 2018?
(1) We are able to make decisions after a group, and it would
be far to plan this until we saw this happen originally. Then
the next executive committee will discuss this and its
timing.
b) PA - does that requirement need to be outlined in this policy?
(1) No it does not, but our policies are not task lists or
instructions at time. This can be done through
transitioning.
(2) Chair - speaking off previous conversations, regional break
out spaces would be used during this time. It is not always
the case where every room can be held and the first
person to be asked to move is normally RHA Presidents.
14. SW - yields
15. CA - moves to split the question. One consideration for a piece as a whole
without the “therefore let it be further resolved” regarding RHA
President policy books
a) PA - seconds
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(1) GL - dissents, the Great Lakes primary reading, says it
should establish and does not provide a timeline until
when this needs to be changed.
(a) PA - does not withdraw
(i)

Vote
(a) 5-3-0, the piece has been split.

16. SA - calls to question
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, piece pases.
G. Discussion on Split Piece (B)
1. NE - has motioned to table the piece until Pre-Conference 2018
a) No second
2. SA - feels that pursuing seperate policy books would be mute in the face
of the new strategic plan and the goals there in creating a concise
document that unifies instead of seperates.
3. IA - would like to hear more about what the room currently feels like.
4. SW - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) PA - seconds
5. SA - would like to yield a question to the author?
a) SA - mentions should focus, how does that align and not align
with the execs and the SP Committee?
(1) There is something on the workshopping grid about this,
and NRHH and NACURH are stronger when they work
together and could create confusion when it is not
needed. It is not in the scope of this piece to ask regions to
get rid of the piece.
6. CA - in regards to point that a statement made by the Great Lakes, in
conversations with the Execs, for this to pass we would need to find a
solution to this policy book as soon as possible.
7. PA - believes that if the region decided that the RHA Policy Book is a
requirement should be able to continue those efforts.
8. GL - calls to question
a) No objections
H. Vote on resolution statement
1. 6-2-0, motion passes
V.

IA - moves to recess for five minutes
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A. Annual Conference - seconds
VI.

MM18-33 | The NACURH Connection
A. SA - moves to bring MM18-33 to the floor
1. SW - seconds
B. SA - waives the reading
1. SW - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. When Delaware received the NACURH Corporate Office, we were
informed that the previous RFI database had crashed and was working to
be replaced by a new database hosted through Flight, we were told that
the Executive Committee was hoping to change the name to “The
NACURH Connection,” which has been used in practice throughout this
affiliation season, we feel this name fits the purpose of the database and
has been effective so far.
D. Q&A
1. SW - moves to end Q&A
a) GL - seconds
E. Discussion
1. MA - moves to vote by acclamation
a) No dissent
F. Vote
1. Acclimation, motion carries

VII.

MM18-29 | Leadership Development Title
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-29 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. IA - moves the reading
1. CA - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. This piece is going to add another title that is called Leadership
Development and includes the three initiatives that do not fit in other
places. NACURH U, LEAD, and ART are all included in this and I feel like
they may all be better grouped together. Nothing is changing with these
pieces, just grouping them together.
D. Q&A
1. NE - moves to end Q&A
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a) Annual Conference - seconds
E. Discussion
1. GL - in full of support of this piece and having this own title would
heighten NACURH’s mission and making our policy book more congruent.
2. SW - yields
3. CA - calls to question
a) No objections
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
VIII.

MM18-31 | Advisors at Conferences
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-31 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. GL - moves to waive the reading
1. Annual Conference - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. This is a simple piece to add to policy that delegation advisors are
required to stay in the same housing unit as delegations while attending
NACURH related conferences, the purpose of this policy is the eliminate
risk related to advisors staying in non-conference housing locations, had
experienced this within our region in recent years.
D. Q&A
1. SA - how would you define “same housing?”
a) Most of the conferences I have experienced only have one hotel
and if they would need to be in same place.
2. SA - in Delaware, many other advisors stayed in a different hall, how
would this work?
a) It was our interpretation as long as they are in the same general
institution.
3. IA - how will this affect the annual conference, and what they just said
would not be what I read here?
a) If it is a specific residence hall, some of our residence halls do not
have single rooms and if it was the same specific place then they
would not be in the same hall.
4. Annual Conference - how would this work with the Annual Conference?
a) They could stay on the same campus.
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5. SW - for hotels, if advisors don’t stay in the same residence hall, why
would it not be okay to stay in a hotel that is relatively close.
a) Felt that for the annual conference, a single institution hosts the
conference and is responsible for the related risk, but for regional
conferences there could be liability split between two hotels.
6. SA - would the author’s entertain a friendly amendment to read “each
institutions attending conferences is required have an advisor reg
a) Yes, we would.
7. IA - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - seconds
E. Discussion
1. Annual Conference - appreciates the sentiments of the piece but
however as it reads, makes it sound like the same residence hall, this
would not be possible at the current host site.
2. SW - moves to table this piece back to the author for revisions to be
heard by the 2018 Semi-Annual Business Meeting.
a) Annual Conference - seconds
F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion tabled
IX.

MM18-17 | NCC Purpose Statement
A. SA - moves to bring MM18-17 to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. SW - moves to waive the reading
1. NE - seconds
C. Proponent Speech
1. We want to pay attention to NCC purpose. Proposing adding a purpose
statement to clarify the current role they serve based on current duties
and practice. Intentionally references NACURH only. We don’t control
what NCC’s do on the campus or Regional level. It does say Shall, not
may. Must represent their institution in specific NACURH business.
D. Q&A
1. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) Annual Conference - seconds
E. Discussion
1. SA - move to vote by acclamation
a) No objections
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F. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
X.

MM18-08 | Conference Accounts and Regional Separation
A. CA - moves to bring MM18-08 to the floor
1. SA - seconds
B. SA - moves to waive all future readings
1. NE - seconds
a) CA - based upon future occurrences and predictability
(1) Vote
(a) 6-2-0, motion passes
C. Proponent Speech
1. Essentially, the intention behind this piece is to further separate regional
finances and conference finances, conferences are maintained, owned,
and fully operated by the host institution, this would further separate the
monies involved, this is current practice but would make the expectation
clear in policy.
D. Q&A
1. How would this impact neutral host conferences?
a) Would be able to be adjusted for if a neutral host conference
would occur again in the future. We are not hoping for future
neutral host conferences, but would be more involved in the
planning process should that need to happen, would be able to be
a separate issue if needed.
2. IA - since we as NACURH require these conferences and own their
existence, how can we expect the host schools to hold liability?
a) That is a separate conversation outside of the scope of this piece,
there are a number of policies currently that set up the separation
of liability. We have Conference Finance Chairs to monitor
conference budgets, do not have direct control as ADAFs over
conference budgets.
3. GL - moves to end Q&A
a) NCO - seconds
E. Discussion
1. NE - we appreciate this piece, but do have concerns with the added
charges for conference payments by not being able to use regional
Clovers.
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2. GL - echoes some of the sentiments of using clover for this, if this is a
standard we will be held to, we would rather have this in policy for future
boards.
3. IA - would like to reflect the sentiments of the Northeast on how we
support this practice as it exists currently in policy but have philosophical
concerns over the liability of NACURH conferences being funded by
institutions.
4. SW - calls the question
a) No objections
F. Vote
1. 7-0-1, motion carries
XI.

MM18-34 | RFI Name Change
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-34 to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. As we know, the former RFI is now called the NACURH Connection,
however there is still confusion and practice and policy about the
difference between RFI the database and RFI the report, want to make
the report components of the affiliation process more clear for
institutions as they are affiliating and feel this name is more clear for its
purpose.
C. Q&A
1. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) GL - seconds
D. Discussion
1. CA - appreciates the sentiments of this piece knowing that NACURH is
working to make primary resources more accessible to member
institutions and makes this requirement of the affiliation process more
clear.
2. IA - appreciates the name change and is better understood for people
doing affiliation for the first time.
3. NE - calls the question
a) No objections
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries

XII.

MM18-35 | RFI Submission
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-35 to the floor
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1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. With the name change just occuring, a school can submit a bid for an
affilation report for an RFI. A positional bid does not always encompass if
what a school has been doing and reflects a person. An award bid would
still be able to be submitted.
C. Q&A
1. IA - are NACURH level award bids already submitted to the NACURH
Connection?
a) By policy no, but if passing this it would be. My plan is that this
would be uploaded to the NACURH Connection and would be a
simple check off and not included in this.
2. SA - if part of the concern, if these bids are already going to be uploaded,
would those no longer be eligible?
a) This would be the plan for affiliation year 2018-2019, right now
per policy we would automatically upload all NACURH and
regional award bids/conference wrap up reports/etc. would be
added to the NACURH Connection.
3. GL - some awards are positional bids and those do not encompass the
whole year?
a) I am flexible to hearing more about that change.
4. PA - moves to end Q&A
a) NE - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SW - agree that positional bids, conference bids, and wrap up reports
should be uploaded automatically and allows for more unique
submissions.
2. SA - calls the question
a) MA - dissents, would like to hear more about the types of bids.
3. IA - in support of this piece and the additions made, in the future there
should be future consideration on award bid and if that will be submitted
as an affiliation document.
4. NAA - in the Policy Book on bid submission, that there is already a
process in place to submitting to NCO.
5. SA - agrees with the Intermountain and might be beneficial but going
forward thinking of NACURH Award Winning bids in the future.
6. SW - appreciate how GLACURH mentions, that many schools turn in
affiliation late due to the lack of knowing what to write. The ideal
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submission of an affiliation report would be those topics rather than
award bids or positional bids.
7. MA - we are for the most part in support of this piece, we are unsure
whether or not conference bids could be considered as an appropriate
affiliation report in the future.
8. SA - agrees with the Midwest on their sentiments
9. MA - moves to amend
a) Strike “conference bids”
b) GL - seconds
(1) IA - we are dissenting, if conference bids are going to be
allowed as Affiliation report submissions, conference wrap
up reports should also be allowed.
c) GL - withdraws second
d) MA - withdraws amendment
10. MA - moves to amend
a) Strike “conference bids and conference wrap up reports”
b) IA - seconds
c) Proponent speech
(1) Understands the time and commitment it takes to create a
conference bid or wrap up report and wants to
acknowledge this as an affiliation report.
d) Q&A
(1) SA - moves to end Q&A
(a) Annual Conference - seconds
e) Discussion
(1) NCO - we are in support of whatever the regions want for
their affiliation reports, however if an institution bids and
hosts a conference they would then go two years without
submitting an affiliation report, do want to encourage you
all to consider that these are already being uploaded and if
affiliation reports are intended to build resources for
NACURH or meet a check box on a list.
(2) SW - we believe that conference host sites put in a lot of
work in their wrap ups and bids and do not want to
undermine that. This would allow schools to put in a lot of
quality affiliation reports.
(3) SA - working with conference staffs, when there institution
is hosting a conference, they are focused on the
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implementation and planning and reflecting that as work
of the year would be reflective of the hours put in.
(4) Annual Conference - worries that if conference staffs were
asked to create both than the affiliation report would
suffer.
(5) PA - calls the question
(a) No objections
f) Vote
(1) 7-1-0, amendment carries
11. CA - moves to amend
a) Would like to specify that if an institution hosts a conference two
years in a row that both bids and/or conference wrap up report
could not be used for an affiliation report two years in a row.
b) Pacific - seconds
c) Proponent Speech
(1) Thought is that an institution bids for a conference two
years in a row there is a chance that information in those
bids would be too identical to serve as appropriate
resources for the NACURH Connection.
d) Q&A
(1) IA - how many institutions bid for conferences two years in
a row?
(a) A - on the regional level we more often have
institutions who will lose a conference and come
back and host the next year. We also see this in
bidding multiple years in a row for the annual
conference. We see less significant changes from
year to year bid not creating new resources.
(2) MA - is the intent behind this amendment to ensure that
this does not happen for consecutive years?
(a) Yes because there is a larger opportunity for
change if there is a year in between. Consecutive
years might not have significant change.
(i)

Would you consider an amendment to say
“consecutive”
(a) Can there be an instance where it
isn’t every other year? Would it be
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more concise to just say not
consecutive years
(3) NCO - yield to CRC, how often do you see conference bids
that look the same for institutions bidding to host
conferences two years in a row?
(a) I see all the bids regardless, and regional bids. I
haven't seen the same bid. Those schools bidding
twice had two different bids.
(4) SW - can all bids be submitted or only winning bids be
submitted?
(a) Any bid submitted nywhere will be uploaded.
(5) 6 says host schools can do it. 8 is if you aren't a host but
wrote one you could submit.
(6) SA- yields
(7) IA - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
e) Discussion
(1) IA - the Intermountain is not in support of this amendment
due to the timeline implications and there may be further
consideration needed.
(2) NCO - calls the question
(a) No objections
f) Vote
(1) 0-8-0, amendment fails
12. CA - in point number six, will “No Frills” be updated?
a) Yes, did not change that.
13. SA - calls to question
a) No objections
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XIII.

MM18-16 | NRHM Pins
A. SA - moves to bring MM18-16 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. The NRHM pin was created last year, we purchased 200 and now have 62
left, would like to repurchase these pins to continue supporting this
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initiative. This would move money for NRHM pin costs. From here the
NCO would be responsible for overseeing this inventory.
C. Q&A
1. SA - could you explain a little more as to why GLACURH was involved?
a) GLACURH was not involved and this is coming out the NACURH
Inventory line item. The second line is to cover expenses spent on
by GLACURH on the previous experiences.
2. PA - I am a little confused about this process, is this two separate actions
or related to NRHM pins.
a) No, the $400 is related to that and this is a compound event not
to include a deficit. The weird part, should have happened last
year. IA
3. IA - would the authors be open to splitting this piece to vote on the two
components at once?
a) You can.
4. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SA - supports this piece because it helps balance our finances and
supports NRHM at the same time,
2. IA - reflects the sentiments of the South Atlantic.
3. PA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XIV.

NRHM Workshop
A. Updates
1. NRHM was rebranded over the past two years, this year the NRHM task
force really wants to encourage more regional involvement, wanted to
check in on how regions can promote engagement with NRHM within
your regions.
2. The task force is looking for opportunities to recognize institutions who
participate with NRHM challenges, etc., one institution per region can
win three free shipping coupons from the NCO and a certificate at the
annual conference.
B. Discussion on Encouraging Regional Engagement
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1. IA - we want to make NRHM participation and commitment more
consistent within our region, shifting from “__ institution loves NRHM” to
“IACURH loves NRHM” so that that commitment can be encouraged.
2. PA - want to send reminder emails for institutions registered for
conferences of NRHM initiatives and also utilize social media
competitions and round table discussions.
3. CA - discussed having a Zoom session to share opportunities for
institutions to learn about NRHM and opportunities to participate. This is
an opportunity to bring institutions into NACURH more.
4. Annual Conference - from an institutional perspective, ASU-Tempe has a
committee focused on participating with NRHM that includes NRHH and
RHA members which has been effective in helping to increase our
participation.
5. SA - would like to incorporate an NRHM “education and best tips”
training in the other sessions that happen leading up to the Regional
Business conference, would also like to reach out to institutions who are
consistently engaged in NACURH to participate.
6. NE - would like to use ideas for our Service Database to encourage
participation for NRHM and help schools gain new ideas. Also would like
to host monthly open forums where we discuss the different aspects of
NRHM.
7. GL - were thinking of connecting this to our regional Polar Points system
and also work to talk with schools more about what NRHM is and how
they can better participate overall.
8. SW - in the past we have done mostly virtual opportunities and social
media engagement opportunities, we are also thinking of having NCCs
bring a friend to their chats (non-member or non-regional
representative), like their RHA marketing person and have a discussion on
engagement with NRHM that way.
9. MA - we are planning to use the timing of our conference to hype up
NRHM, would like to consider reaching out to other publications (like the
Chronicle) to advertise these initiatives.
10. NCO - moves to end discussion
a) IA - seconds
XV.

MM18-36 | NCO CO for RHA Affiliation
A. IA - moves to bring MM18-36 to the floor
1. SW - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
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1. Currently, we have a CO that is called the CO for RHA Affiliation, we
believe it would be more consistent to have this position called the CO
for Affiliation, even if an institution is only affiliating an NRHH chapter
they still need to affiliate as an institution through the “CO for RHA
Affiliation,” this would also be much more clear within the Office staff
who is responsible for overseeing the affiliation process.
C. Q&A
1. PA - in section C, this says “RFI” would that be changed with other
updates?
D. Discussion

XVIII.

XVI.

SW - agree that there was a lot of confusion this year in the SW, this
would help to clarify questions we experienced.

XVII.

PA - calls the question

MM18-30 | Transition Philosophies
A. PA - moves to bring MM18-30 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. These trainings discussed here are the trainings that are provided by the
Executive Committee to incoming NACURH Leadership members, are
hoping to make these trainings more clear and remove the unnecessary
acronyms in policy.
C. Q&A
1. NCO - moves to end Q & A
a) SA - seconds
D. Discussion
XIX.

PA - would like to point out that this is an efficient change in policy and
will be more clear in the future.
1. CA - echoes PA. Is also in support in this piece because of year to year
changes (including last year and this year). As NACURH evolves, so should
transition.
2. IA - calls the question

B. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XX.

MM18-37 | Award Bid Page Orientation
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-37 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
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B. Proponent Speech
1. Would remove three words from policy, removes the requirements that a
bid page has to be in portrait orientation, feel that it is not fair to limit a
school to submitting bids in portrait orientation and want to give that
creative flexibility to institutions.
C. Q&A
1. CA - move to end Q & A
a) GL - seconds
D. Discussion
1. NCO - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XXI.

MM18-41 | CO Structure
A. GL - moves to bring MM18-41 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece is something that the executive committee as discussed about
the CO structure in NACURH and we believe that having some initial steps
towards this in alignment with the strategic plan. One pretty consistent
number across regions is the numbers of COs and the recruitment and
retention of these positions. Regions often make changes to their COs,
there has not been a single year during my term where CO duties have
changed. Beyond that there is a significant cost of being on the RBD and
we do have this cost associated with being a CO and is not being used
most efficiently. There is currently a cap on Board of Directors where it is
40 and only each region can have one directorship, and by placing a cap
would align this. This is not in regards to the NCO due to the necessary
staff. Only one region currently has five and that is the NE and if you have
any questions or concerns please ask them, we as the Exec team have
spoken to the NE to ensure this is okay. This will hopefully lead to
consistency of people who are committed to these roles due to the
implications of not changing roles frequently. This would not go until
effect at the 2019 Semi-Annual Business Meeting.
C. Q&A
1. PA- would this lead to standardizing CO positions across NACURH?
a) I cannot really say that at the moment and there is varying levels
for support of that idea, I see this as a really nice compromise of
having a strict structure of COs and allows regions the autonomy.
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2. NE- since it is in SP to analyze this, why does this change need to happen
now?
a) This has been something we have been looking into and regions
have been having these conversations recently. If this is
something that we can do now why wait.
3. CA- have past RBD trends been reviewed to see how many CO positions
have existed from region to region?
a) That’s hard to ask, the CO position has been only around for a
while and there was the RCCs and there were different positions
entirely throughout NACURH. Through this there were general
shifts of keeping these positions in 4-5 and a lot of regions have
been making efforts to lower the COs.
4. IA- since most regions already have exactly 4 or less COs, how would this
help with retention and recruitment of COs?
a) I think it's about the future and is not a reactive change. By setting
this structure now, and a lot of initiatives could be taken on for
next year and by doing this now it would allow insight on other
things for future years.
b) IA - can you elaborate what CO positions would be cut?
(1) Not the original intent, if NACURH was to pursue a
common read, who would do this work? Rather than
adding a CO for this, where could we find which services
are more valuable.
5. PA- is there a significant difference within turnover in NBD/NNB and CO
positions?
a) I do not have the numbers or data for that, and will yield to Emily.
The past two years there has been one or two regions where
there has been a resignation in one or two regions. There has
been less resignations this year than previous.
6. CA- if each region finds 4 roles that are balanced and relevant, if there is
a new point that a region finds a new need of responsibility within the
region how can a region assign that work without overworking positions
that are already there?
a) I think that the CO positions have a set structure for ADNRHHs
and ADAFs and they are meaningful and well developed and
consistent. However, when regions take on new services see the
COs more flexible and less accessible to those trying to do the job.
This is hard to say this will help directly, but we just heard a policy
that was heard from last year and see the longevity of this piece.
7. PA - why was four COs chosen over a different number?
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a) There is certainly regional individuality and areas of priority that
make each region unique, but at the same time the underlying
services of NACURH are the same across regions, hard to negate
that seven regions operate well currently with four positions. The
basic services of NACURH is accomplished with four COs and the
possibility to add five to other regions could arise in the future if
that was what NACURH needed at that time.
8. IA - yields a question to NE, what is the impact on NE?
a) The impact that one of our CO positions would have to go and
since the NE is where we have two SLC and this could have a
substantial impact and the fifth CO would have a lot of value.
9. MA - does legislation mean that by Semis 2019 that legislation would
need to be ready or CO positions would need to be implemented?
a) If this was to go in effect after this meeting we would provide a
timeline for those regions to be ready for the 2019 bidding
season.
10. PA - could you elaborate on how this specifically relates to COs for
recruitment and retention?
a) Was referring the the recruitment and retention of COs overall,
rather than those specific CO positions.
11. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. NE - the Northeast is against this piece and appreciates the intentions
behind this and the need to address turnover but by having four COs will
not necessarily guarantee that. NEACURH has always had four COs even
prior with the RCCs and we have polled our region and they believe that
the fifth CO as a valuable source. We are a driving region and do not have
a large impact on our CO and would be $600.00.
2. NCO- the office understands that the office is a different entity than
regions, but feels voices from different people is important. Limiting CO
positions for some reasons could be detrimental for some regions
3. CA - CAACURH appreciates the thought that went into this piece and the
notion. However, we are a little concerned that four is not enough for
regions and by increasing one could work very well.
4. IA- Understands the idea of adding structure to CO positions, but COs
should not be standardized because CO positions operate differently
depending on regional needs.
5. NE - the Northeast is worried on how it will impact the ability to host two
leadership conferences and this fifth CO position would be vital for the
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success of these two. The potential to go to four COs could impact the
vision and mission of NEACURH.
6. SW- It would be unfair to ask NEACURH to let go of a part of regional
identity. Since identity and structure are big parts of the SP, identity
should be valued.
7. SA - is just concerned with the turnover rates that occur and keep
occuring if they are down one or more COs after losing one with this
restriction.
8. PA- yield question to the author
a) PA - NACURH Budget wise, what money does NACURH spend on
COs?
(1) NACURH does not fund regional COs, but technically
speaking it operates out the regional budget.
9. GL- moves to caucus for three minutes
a) NE - seconds
10. NAA- in writing the piece, had spoken to NEACURH since they were most
likely to be impacted. At the time, there was varying level of support in
the piece. Knowing that feeling has changed, am comfortable with
supporting the NE and the rest of the room. Regardless, structure of COs
within NACURH will need to be something that should be structure and
should start thinking about how to make this happen.
11. SW - yields
12. PA - thinks that NACURH should not be making regional level decision on
their regional spending without the proper research and should be left on
their own operating procedures.
13. CA- yields a question to NE
a) CA - If this piece were to pass how would you visual reconstruce?
(1) Have a rough idea for what NEACURH can do if the piece
were to pass. Have had conversations with Cos and
members of the region if the piece were to pass.
b) CA - seeing that you started to take the steps to amend this piece
how would that work?
(1) Feels as if piece would negatively impact the region.
Consolidating to 4 COs could affect how NE runs both
regional leadership conferences.
c) CA - it’s been mentioned multiple times how would this affect the
SLC?
(1) Used to have AD for programming and resources.
Sacrificed this position and turned it into a CO position
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with standardization of directorship. By having to take
away a 5th CO, this would affect board because there
wouldn’t be a CO to focus on programming. When
combining two COs, this could put a lot of strain on one
CO.
14. MA - the Midwest would like to bring up a couple points that support this
piece. Specifically remind the room that someone currently in the role
will not be kicked out and will be restructured later. Understanding the
tasks will not just disappear and will be rearranged. The Midwest is
having a hard time of balancing the CO positions and the potential to
re-examine this. It is better to have quality over quantity it is good people
doing well thought out positions.
15. GL- in support of the piece for structural framework and consistency. GL
went down two CO positions. Going down in positions allowed for less
COs to do more intentional work. This may allow regions to find where
efficiencies could happen.
16. SW - would like to propose an amendment to change from four to five
a) NE - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
(1) This is to recognize the intentionality of this piece and to
able to provide the corporate structure that NACURH is
seeking while also having the region to have the autonomy
to make their own decisions on the best interest of the
region.
c) Q&A
(1) NE - moves to end Q&A
(a) Annual conference- seconds
d) Discussion
(1) NE - in support of this amendment because of the spirit of
piece maintaining itself, however it will not infringe upon
the regions autonomy.
(2) CA- call to questions
(a) MA-objects, all discussion that has been had about
this piece feels like this amendment goes against
original piece which was meant to lower number of
COs
(3) NE- would like to highlight that the amendment would just
limit COs to 5, not force COs to be cut down.
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(4) GL - would like to implore their ideas to orientate their
piece was to specifically target NEACURH.
(5) MA- not a focus on number of positions, but
responsibilities.
(6) SW- financial accountability is the responsibility of ADAF.
(7) CA - moves to caucus for one minute
(a) IA - seconds
(8) NE- would like to bring up concern over amendment. This
would not change the spirit of the piece because of the
whereas statements. Additionally there has not been
problems with recruitment. Retention was different, but
that was out of COs control. NE is very cautious of
finances. Even adding an extra CO would add structure to
NACURH. d
(9) NCO - would like to take a straw poll on the original
legislation
(a) Chair - prefer on the piece of a whole not the
amendment
(10) SA- had a board of vacancies in all positions except
one. Does not think turnover is rooted in number of COs,
but instead of feeling of support.
(11)

PA - calls the question

e) Vote
(1) 4-4-0, amendment fails
17. NCO - would like to take a straw poll on the piece as a whole
a) Polls room
18. CA - yields
19. IA - the Intermountain feels while there is a lot of discussion we do not
believe that number is related to work and how positional work is valued.
We do not think NACURH should be limited, but would like to see more
conversations with COs of structures with Coordinating Officer positions
in the future.
20. SA- would like to reaffirm support of COs and recruitment/retention
efforts. There is a section in the strategic plan around structure which
could be focused on this area.
21. NE - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 2-6-0, motion fails
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 05, 2018
I.

Call to order at 8:15 AM MST

II.

NACURH 2018 Annual Conference Update
A. Overview Presentation
1. Discussion
a) SA - we were curious about being more cognizant of small school
participation, how will you incorporate this with programming
sessions?
(1) Have been thinking about this, not entirely sure just yet.
b) MA - for your philanthropy, will there be a learning component
for delegates to bring back to their chapters?
(1) Yes, have an activity during the philanthropy session to
help delegates learn strategies for implementation and
reflection.
c) MA - would it be possible for schools to ship donations to the
conference site if they are not able to give money or travel with
donations?
(1) Yes
d) IA - what will regional roll call look like?
(1) Regions can have a video and then will be broken up
similar to past NACURH conferences..
e) CA - very smart to account for time zones when planning rooms.
f) Chair - could you elaborate on the spaces for regional breakouts?
(1) Have a lot of large spaces that vary in capacity to account
for regional size, will be auditorium style with
technology/podiums for presenting.
g) SA - a lot of times RBDs have a lot of merchandise or things to
carry around between events, will there be an easier way to
transport items throughout the weekend?
(1) Have a UPS store on campus that we will be using as well
as our RHA office and HUB on the North side of campus,
golf carts will be used primarily for ADA purposes but also
for transporting items.
h) SA - where will NACURH Leadership be staying during the
conference?
(1) All NACURH Leadership will be staying in Tooker House.
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i) CA - what is the outlet situation for regional breakout spaces?
(1) Would encourage delegates to bring extra power strips but
will make sure to have some options available.
j) GL - for regional break out in the past regions have shared spaces
and switched off, is that the same plan or will each region have
their own spaces?
(1) Will be similar to what has happened in the past
alternating with meals.
k) CA - will there be parking available for schools who drive?
(1) Yes, the cost is about $10.00 a day.
l) SA - is there a way you could provide us with a “send by” date to
ensure that we know when to mail packages by?
(1) Yes, working on making that available as well as address
information for shipping.
B. Budget Presentation
1. Discussion
a) IA - with the NACURH 2017 excess, how will this impact the
budget?
(1) The excess for Annual Conferences is divided, Tempe will
receive 35% of Purdue’s overall excess.
b) NE - what is the $4.00 pin cost, seems high for a pin cost?
(1) Are looking into having the price lower for the pins we
purchase.
c) OCM - have you considered charges for catering for the Advisor
social?
(1) This amount was chosen from reviewing previous budget,
believe this number will be realistic for catering.
d) CA - under the mass gatherings tab, the total does not seem to
add up?
(1) Error in the budgeting template that we can update.
e) IA - can you touch on what has been spent and what will be spent
out of the staff development line item?
(1) This covered the staff retreat in the fall, plan to have
another working retreat in the spring but will still likely be
under with this line item.
f) Under the safety and security tab, is there a reason this cost goes
up with the number of delegates?
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(1) Will be adjusted to be a fixed cost.
g) MA - we are wondering what plans you have for the spring
semester to recruit more sponsorship?
(1) Want to reach out to people who have sponsored in the
past and see if they would be willing to increase
sponsorship, also looking for additional non-monetary
donations.
h) GL - where you have tracked expenses that have already been
incurred?
(1) Tracked in a separate document.
2. NACURH 2018 per Delegate Cost
a) CA - moves to caucus for three minutes
(1) GL - seconds
b) Finance Chair - point of information, I updated the budget to
account for errors for an updated cost.
c) NAF - just to help lead the conversation, this is set for a break
even at 1900 and I would recommend a $245.00 of the maximum
for this. this is set for a break even of 1,900, would recommend a
maximum cost of $245.00
d) IA - we are confident in setting the max cap of $245.00 knowing
that the conference would be able to work to reduce that still.
e) SA - agrees with the Intermountain, see this as an effective cost
for a quality conference.
f) SW - in favor of $245.00, confident in the conference staff.
g) CA - also in favor of $245.00, additional time for additional
sponsorship.
h) PA - costs seem realistic compared to previous NACURH
conferences, comfortable with $245.00.
i) SA - moves to set the max cost at $245.00 per delegate
(1) IA - seconds
j) Vote
(1) 8-0-0, delegate cost cap has been set at $245.00 per
delegate.
I.

Call to order at 10:34 AM MST

II.

MM18-28 | NACURH Travel Policies
A. PA - moves to bring MM18-28 to the floor
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1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This is something that the Executives have looked into, and we
acknowledge that we travel a lot in NACURH and would prohibit in the
future without being formally allowed or policy. This is more about
NACURH Inc and how the future can benefit from this. We hope to
provide clarity on NACURH Risk Management and prior years we had set
one for traveling to Semis and the Annual Conference and would be an
overall arching travel. When traveling on behalf of NACURH they are
traveling from their place of residence and would be to the conference
and back home. In place of liability it is important to use this and the past
few years there are 400 miles that has been used. This is clarifying those
expectations and the reimbursement standards on the IRS rate. This was
chosen because this rate was close to actual gas rates.
C. Q&A
1. SW - have you thought about the implications this can have on the rest of
FY18.
a) If you don’t feel comfortable with this being closed at the Semi
Annual Conference, you can amendment this until the end of RBC.
2. CA - given that this is up to the description of the ADAF how would they
choose?
a) In certain regions they do exact reimbursements that are not the
standard. Every region would need to make the standard for this
and not choose.
3. CA - when choosing 400 miles consecutively how does this work?
a) If people were carpooling, this would cover this.
4. SA - so implementing the travel the Chair will decide the miles being
driven?
a) This was the policy that was added and the Chair was decided at
400 miles.
5. SA - so is this applicable to NACURH Leadership or our members?
a) At this time it will be only applied to NACURH Leadership and
NACURH cannot guarantee those member schools.
6. CA - do you see any issues with car insurance and carpooling?
a) What I would rather talk about is that an exemption could be
made for these items and they needed to drive more than 400
miles.
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7. GL - in regards to only funding travel on behalf of NACURH that starts and
ends at home and place of residence, if a region is having a retreat and
the board has to go to another place, would they be funded?
a) There are exemptions that can be made and there is a line
between going to a destination city.
8. SA - with how Semis falls, what if you are at the vacation, would you need
to fly home?
a) You would need to evaluate the cost differences and where that
went for NACURH.
9. IA - who would be more aligned with the exemption process?
a) It would depend on where this policy is taking place.
10. NCO - if you drive over the 400 miles, would NACURH still be liable?
a) In policy if the person were to choose over this, they would need
to sign a waiver elevating NACURH of liability.
11. PA - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - seconded
D. Discussion
1. Chair - there are multiple categories of travel and if there are other
pieces of travel and would not like to amend multiple pieces.
2. PA - believes that this piece of legislation will provide a more efficient risk
management policy.
3. NE - moves to caucus for three minutes
a) IA - seconded
4. SA - in support of the second piece, but not in portion of the first portion
of the piece due the place of arrival. SAACURH believes that the ADAF has
the ability to making fiscally responsible decisions.
5. IA - moves to split the question between travel and reimbursement
a) SA - seconds
6. Travel Policies
a) Discussion
(1) GL - yield
(2) NCO - appreciate the travel policy expectations and that it
allows expectations to be re-evaluated.
(3) IA - in support of setting boundaries of where and to from
where we are traveling and based upon previous travels
we would prefer to increase miles to 500 to be applicable.
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(4) IA - moves to amend
(a) Change “400 miles consecutively” to “500 miles
consecutively”
(i)

SW - seconds

(b) Proponent Speech
(i)

IACURH is currently a large geographic
region and would like to have more options
to travel

(c) Q&A
(i)

SW - moves to end Q&A
(a) Annual Conference - seconds

(d) Discussion
(i)

SW - in favor of this amendment,

(ii)

NCO - believes that 500 miles may be too
much for NACURH leadership.

(iii)

NE - in favor of this amendment, this would
not directly impact the NE driving distance.

(iv)

SA - is in favor of this amendment, for our
ADAF to leave the state would be 500 miles.

(v)

NCO - ask a question?
(a) If two people are in a car do they get
400 miles each?
(i)

Yes they would or sign the
waiver.

(vi)

GL - while the Great Lakes is not necessarily
opposed to this amendment, we are
concerned about the physical wellbeing of
people driving longer mileages, see this as
helpful in ensuring personal safety.

(vii)

CA - from an objective perspective and
clarification where our region does not
normally drive, 500 miles is seven hours of
driving.

(viii)

PA - point of information, what exactly is
“consecutively?”
(a) It would be in one traveling instance

(ix)

IA - would just like to remind everyone, that
not many people in NACURH Leadership are
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hosted at the same institution and
carpooling may not be able to happen.
(x)

SW - in support of this piece just to say we
do carpool, the driver is the only one on
insurance and has managed these drives
properly. There are a lot of capabilities to
drive this distance.

(xi)

MA - yield

(xii)

IA - would like to give context on why to
give this, from Phoenix to RLC was around
450 miles and we are a smaller region with
a smaller budget and flying cannot always
be sustainable.

(xiii)

PA - echo the sentiments of the Southwest
but also see the concerns of the
Intermountain, do recognize that
individuals could sign a waiver if traveling
over 400 miles, but are also comfortable
with 500 miles.

(xiv)

SA - would like to reaffirm our agreement
with the Intermountain and the thought
process of having more than one person in
the car.

(xv)

GL - is concerned by the amendment of
liability within NACURH in such a long
distance driving but as being well rested.

(xvi)

CA - would like to echo concerns with the
idea that NACURH related events don’t
always allow for well rested sleep, have had
incidents of risk in the past traveling home
from conferences, see this as an
opportunity to ensure the liability of
concern.

(xvii)

NE - would like to give context on driving,
the DOTS would say that ten hours is the
maximum driving given.

(xviii)

NCO - calls the question
(a) CA - objects

(xix)

PA - yield

(xx)

SW - in agreeance what was previously
mentioned of the Director, ADAF, and
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Advisor to make sound and reasonable
choices.
(xxi)

CA - moves to caucus for two minutes.

(xxii)

NE - would just like to focus back on the
amendment and that the 500 mile is
something we are in support of.

(xxiii)

MA - the Midwest is in favor of this because
of the reason in which situations could be
amended and could provide exemptions, do
not feel entirely comfortable with the risk
would take on and feel that it is important
to ensure to security of our corporation.

(xxiv)

SW- region has based budget off of driving.

(xxv)

SA - calls the question

(e) Vote
(i)

5-3-0, amendment carries

b) Discussion
(1) SA - would like to reiterate our belief that when regional
money is being spent that it is up to the Regional ADAF,
Director, and regional members to determine what is most
fiscally responsible.
(2) PA - can I yield a question to the South Atlantic?
(a) Is the concern with case to case evaluation of the
CRC and Chair
(i)

Yes

(3) MA - yield a question to the NAA?
(a) Would picking up during carpool be covered within
the reimbursement?
(i)

They would need to sign a waiver and if that
travel was happening in the same day and
such.

(b) SA - if you are going out of the way to carpool
would it be reimbursed?
(i)

Yes

(4) SW - polls the room
(5) SA - would feel very comfortable with the change of the
consultation of making sound travel decisions but do not
believe that it should be the sole decision making skill.
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(6) MA - moves to table until we resume business again
(a) PA - seconds
(i)
III.

Vote 8-0-0, tabled until business resumes.

Entity Presentations
A. South Atlantic
1. SW - does your region do anything like pen pals or any sort of buddy
system?
a) Have worked to do something like that in the past and have found
them to not be so successful outside of conferences.
2. MA - how have you worked to engage Conference Chairs on the Board
and how do you plan to move forward?
a) This change happened through legislation to increase the
requirement between RBDs and Conference Chairs, instead
required Conference Chairs to be members of the Board, are
looking to establish more clear policies still surrounding
communication, but overall see value in having Conference Chairs
on the Board.
B. Pacific
1. CA - how do you work to introduce the PACURH Values to your
representatives?
a) Ideally members are familiar with PACURH, have taken steps not
to assume people will know the values this year, at the 2017 RLC
we did an “introduction to PACURH” with the regional
representatives which included the values there as well.

IV.

NACURH Finance Presentation
A. Budget Presentation
B. Q&A
1. CA - for the membership dues, how did you differentiate the ratio
between full and associate members?
a) The price range is broken down in the notes.
2. SA - see that the NACURH transition retreat line item has been decreased
significantly, was there a reason for this?
a) There was legislation passed last year to stay after the Annual
Conference for the NACURH transition retreat.
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3. SA - this year we transferred funds to meet with Becky, Consultant, is that
something we are planning to budget for in the future?
a) We planned this as a one time experience and have not
committed to anything else for the future.
4. CA - for transfers in, what are the NACURH reserves?
a) One of the NACURH savings accounts.
5. MA - why was conference registration decreased from $2,500.00 to
$400.00?
a) Paid for registration for ADA needs at the Annual Conference as
well as some members of the NCO at Lincoln last year.
6. IA - is the ART Coordinator covered as a non-paying individual?
a) Not exactly a part of NACURH Leadership, not exactly a better
place to put this expense in the budget.
7. CA - what is the timeline for the potential fifth Executive?
a) There are no plans concrete enough at this point to plan for a
change like that in the upcoming fiscal year budget.
8. SA - in here there is money listed to providing funding for an archive
service, is there any funding allocated to updating the NACURH history
book.
a) There is no charge for that.
9. SA - where is the OCM allotment reflected in here?
a) Has not been reflected in the budget yet, will be included when
decisions have been made about how that money will be utilized.
10. IA - can you elaborate more on the $5,500.00 in general carryover?
a) Undpredicted expenses, especially related to the NACURH
Strategic Plan, generally we pull funds often from the general line
item.
11. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
C. Discussion
1. NE - the budget looks very well done, would like to commend George on
a thoughtful plan, feel that all questions have been answered.
2. SA - in support of this budget, especially considering the number of
changes we are planning to make for NACURH in the upcoming year.
3. GL - we are appreciative of the wiggle room that has been left in the
budget to account for new initiatives that may come up throughout the
upcoming fiscal year.
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4. CA - appreciate this budget and the work that has been done to make
changes where necessary
5. IA - feel similarly that the budget is well outlined and also appreciates
the flexibility in changes of funds.
6. MA - shows appreciation for the budget and feels that sound fiscal
changes have been made for the future.
7. PA - echoes the sentiments of the room and is in support of this budget.
8. IA - calls the question
D. Vote
1. 8-0-0, budget approved
V.

CA - moves to recess for five minutes
A. NE - seconds

VI.

NACURH Corporate Office Budget
A. Q&A
1. NE - what are you basing the $85,000.00 for sale of inventory off of?
a) Basing this off of past budgets and with a new transition of the
office it has been hard to combine two budgets in the first year.
2. MA - for the subscription line item, why is this planned to increase by
$5,000.00?
a) So per legislation, flight was paid for by NACURH and now it has
transferred to the NCO.
3. CA - could you explain why the inventory for revenue you have specific
pins budgeted for revenue?
a) We are in the process for calculating for our year to be able to
change this but by doing that currently there would be a lot of
legislation to extend funds for the future.
4. GL - yield to the NAF
a) You would need ⅔ vote to do this. I could make this zero balanced
but this was for the comfortability of the office.
5. MA - what is the $500.00 donation going to?
a) We would need to donate the money from a philanthropy to the
donation.
6. CA - the two fold increase is from the shipping from Delaware to the
Annual Conference?
a) Yes
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7. NE - how did you find the number listed for staff development?
a) That was what was budgeted for LEAD previously.
8. IA - moves to end Q&A
a) GL - seconded
(1) NE - objects
b) SW - withdraws second
c) GL - withdraws motion
9. NE - do you plan to purchase a new printer in the upcoming fiscal year?
a) Not at this time
10. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
B. Discussion
1. MA - appreciates the thoroughness of this budget and incorporates the
values of the corporation.
2. GL - appreciates the NCO’s transparency in why they decided to budget
at a deficit and feel that there was intentional planning with the budget.
3. NE - would like to echo the sentiments of the room and not concerned by
this but are on track to make up their sale of inventory for this year and
could help in further years.
4. IA - calls the question
C. Vote
1. 8-0-0, budget approved
VII.

Investment Policy Update
A. Presentation
B. Q&A
1. NCO - is that return total yearly or overall?
a) Yearly
2. NCO - so you said you would like to have a professional involved, how do
you see this happening?
a) My personal goal would be to have one person appointed to
handle all NACURH investments, currently the NAF, especially a
student is not able to do this well.
3. Annual Conference - yield
4. PA - we have a NACURH Accountant, will they be involved in this process?
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a) Yes, the NACURH Accountant worked together previously to write
the NACURH Accountant, that said asking our current Accountant
to manage our investments in addition to their other work may
not be feasible.
5. CA - if we do not spend our vanguard money will that affect our NPO?
a) No, but no more than 33% can be from investment gain.
VIII.

MA - motion to recess

I.

Call to order at 6:35 PM MST

II.

Entity Presentations
A. Northeast
1. PA - mentioned you are planning to look into assessment on RBD
retention, what plans do you have in place for that?
a) Waiting until the new Director transition, planning to conduct
assessment with past RBD members who left their position and
who stayed in their positions for an entire term.
2. IA - can you talk a little bit more about the RHA President training you
have in your RHA President boardroom?
a) Have more intentional space in RHA boardrooms for meaningful
conversations about training and development.
3. CA - in terms of regional spirit, do you think the buy-in and continuity of
spirit each year comes from the RBD or from the representative
transitions at the campus level?
a) Both, RBD has also been working intentionally this year to rebuild
spirit this year. Challenges that happen throughout the year and
at conferences to help add spirit in the region.
B. NACURH Corporate Office
1. PA - where do you store bulk inventory items?
a) We purchased shelving and storage options for the office.
2. SA - have you all explored the idea of merchandise for people who are
graduating in NACURH?
a) Brett, our CO for Marketing has actually been looking into that,
working to distribute an assessment on merchandise soon.
3. GL - you mentioned wanting to start strategic planning with the Office, do
you see that as something more for the transition process or the
development of the Office as a whole?
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a) Would be more about the development of the Office itself rather
than the transition of the Office.
C. Intermountain
1. SW - can you explain more about what you do at your two day
pre-conference?
a) This year we spent the first day of pre-conference evaluating our
regional values, swaps and guests come the second day and help
with other business items, also use some of that time to hear the
awards that are selected by the RBD.
III.

MM18-28 | NACURH Travel Policies
A. CA - moves to bring back MM18-28 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Discussion
1. NAA - if you are looking at Section 1, Point A, was not the way we wanted
to read, and was supposed to read “and” and “or” between the level of
conferences in reference to regional and NACURH level, would
recommend considering an amendment to mirror the Executive
Committee’s intention.
2. CA - moves to amend the piece to Section 1 to read “and/or”
a) PA - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
(1) Regarding sentiment from the room earlier we believe
that multiple parties should be held accountable in regards
to the travel plans and timing of conferences.
c) Q&A
(1) SA - if I have a flight I am looking to have approved, I could
go to my Regional Director and/or Advisor or the NACURH
level.
(a) Yes that is correct.
(b) SA - when would they go to the regional
directorship instead of NACURH?
(i)

The director or advisor is the party in that
case and could bring in ethical eyes in that
situation.

(2) PA - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
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(3) SA - would like to propose a friendly amendment in
addition of ADAF to provide more clarification of finances.
(a) Author - accepts friendly amendment
(4) PA - would like to propose a friendly amendment to entity
rather than regional/office.
(a) Author - accepts friendly amendment
(5) SW - is in support of this because it allows a case by case in
which it would not require support from the NACURH
Execs
(6) GL - echoes the Southwest and this adds additional clarity
from earlier
(7) PA - the verifications that are made make the piece a more
sustainable piece.
(8) GL - calls the question
d) Vote
(1) 8-0-0
3. IA - yields
4. SA - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) CA - seconds
5. SA - moves to amend
a) Change point 1, subsection A to separate expectations for
NACURH Executives and entity leadership.
(1) SW - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
(1) Clarify which entity is being approved by who and how this
would work.
c) Q&A
(1) NCO - could the NCO not go to the NACURH Execs?
(a) They could
(2) CA - do you foresee any issues with the Director and/or
Advisors making decisions for themselves in these
situations?
(a) If there was a situation and seeking travel that
would be unethical, there would be the proper
steps to be taken.
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(3) CA - would you be open to a friendly amendment to add
NAF to the first section?
(a) Yes
(4) IA - in a hypothetical world, with no ADAF, no Advisor, who
would they go to?
(a) No, if you think the language is prohibitive and
from going to the NACURH Exec, I would be open
to changes.
(5) GL - moves to end Q&A
(a) MA - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) MA - in support of this amendment as this clarifies the
statement from before.
(2) GL - feels that this amendment is potentially limited and
could be interpreted more strictly while the original
statement left it more broad.
(3) IA - in the event that there is only one person able to
perform this choice it would be very restrictive and not
allow for the ability to go to Execs.
(4) GL - calls the question
e) Vote
(1) 4-4-0, chair chooses not to cast a vote, amendment fails
6. CA - moves to amend
a) Add “NAF” after NACURH Advisor
(1) PA - seconds
(2) Proponent Speech
(a) The NAF is financially responsible for NACURH and
should be brought in.
(3) Q&A
(a) SA - moves to end Q&A
(i)

NE - seconds

(4) Discussion
(a) PA - moves to vote by acclamation
(5) Vote
(a) 8-0-0, amendment carries
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7. SA - need to be more language on subsection A because we had a split
vote on and would like further clarification.
8. CA - yield question to NAA, if the piece were to pass as is, would regions
be able to create regional policies with a lower mileage limit?
a) I have no knowledge of how trickle down policy books but would
be fully comfortable with a region lowering the mileage.
9. SW - would like to make an amendment to include “and/or”
a) IA - seconds
b) Proponent Speech
(1) We feel like by doing this would allow for both instances
to occur if necessary or just choose one.
c) Q&A
(1) SA - if you were to utilize the and option, would there by
seven people?
(a) I do not think that this needs to be a Zoom Chat
and could be an email thread and this would not
necessarily be hard to do.
(2) IA - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
d) Discussion
(1) IA - we are in support of this added amendment, feel like
this gives clarity that either the Executives or Regional
Leadership could give approval here.
(2) GL - calls the question
e) Vote
(1) 5-2-1, amendment carries
10. SA - moves to table this to a committee to be heard by virtual business or
at pre-conference.
a) NE - seconds
(1) Vote
(a) 5-3-0, piece is tabled to a committee.
(b)
IV.

Entity Presentations
A. Southwest
1. CA - can you elaborate more on how you assessed and changed your
boardroom efficiency/environment?
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a) Have not done that yet, working to address that weakness in the
upcoming semester. Also sent out a boardroom feedback survey
at the close of the RLC.
2. MA - what efforts did you take to increase responses on your regional
assessment?
a) Were intentional about reaching out to NCCs/regional
representatives, and campus advisors, as well as general
members, also had representatives complete the assessment
during a regional chat.
B. Midwest
1. CA - how did you add an extra day to your RBC?
a) Was a year long process, was a part of the past strategic plan,
viewed it as something that would be worth the region’s time but
did not have precedent for that, involved reps and presented
options.
(1) CA - did that raise costs?
(a) Yes
b) GL - could you explain more about the MACURH method?
(1) Could also talk more 1:1, takes a curricular approach to
regional practices and the MACURH Standards, makes
regional practices more intentional and is internal with the
RBD.
c) CA - could you elaborate on how you established the standards?
(1) It happened at the NACURH 2015 annual conference,
representatives really appreciated having value behind the
regional practices.
d) CA - could you elaborate on monthly treasurer meetings?
(1) In the beginning stages of implementation, allows for the
free exchange of ideas, can talk more in person if
necessary.
V.

MM18-18 | NRHH Representative Purpose Statement
A. CA - moves to bring MM18-18 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece is in line with the NCC and RHA Representative purpose
statements, want to add a clear purpose to the NRHH Representative
positions within NACURH.
C. Q&A
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1. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SW - is in support of this piece and gives clarification and recognition to
what NRHH Representatives do within NACURH.
2. IA - appreciates this piece and the value it will add within NACURH, like
that it touches on the purpose of advocacy for NRHH chapters at the
NACURH level.
3. PA - would like to echo other comments and appreciate the accuracy of
this purpose statement.
4. SA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
VI.

Entity Presentations
A. Great Lakes
1. NCO - were your NRHH CCs always named that, or did they have another
name previously?
a) Not entirely sure, but to my knowledge they have named NRHH
CC for several years.
2. PA - how did you get a Canadian NRHH chapter affiliated?
a) The institution already had an existing chapter similar to NRHH,
worked with the institution to make a few changes and become
affiliated.
B. Central Atlantic
1. SW - how do your office hours go?
a) We do not always have high attendance, but have tried to
maintain the idea that even if there is no one in attendance, RBD
members still have an hour per week to work on tasks.
2. SW - is there anything on your last slide you want to hit on?
a) Cougar Cares initiative, service focus.
b)

VII.

Flight Workshop
A. Presentation

VIII.

MM18-12 | Associate Membership Status
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A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-12 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece has a small change and a big impact, we have had associate
membership status and we have one from large to small school and we
have recently added partial membership for international institutions.
We are proposing to change it to New Affiliate that this is a service and
resource for new members. There has been some negative language
connotation in regards to this and we are proposing this to ensure that
institutions who are trying to engage with NACURH will take advantage of
the this service. Only New Affiliate will not have to write an Affiliation
Report and still have the same benefits. Currently there is a weird gap in
the Bylaws to include all types of this. I would probably see five schools
per region with an issue that has caused issues in affiliated schools under
the Associate status.
C. Q&A
1. CA- move to end Q & A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SW - we have had a new affiliate this year and this new membership
status name would have provided benefit to us.
2. CA - believes that this is a proper and needed clarification to help new
and returning institutions understand.
3. IA - as a region that has institutions choose this as a cheaper option this
causes less issues.
4. GL - changing the name from “Associate” to “New Affiliate” helps
eliminate a barrier to understanding.
5. PA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
IX.

MM18-44 | NACURH Policy Book Title 8
A. PA - moves to bring MM18-40 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. If you have looked at the NACURH Policy Book you may have noticed that
Title 8 is “On Reserve” after conversations with the Execs, we feel like this
would help streamline the process and has talked to the NNB in regards
to this full transparency. This would put the NRHH Policy would be in the
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NACURH Policy Book and this would help ensure the NNB has autonomy
over this piece.
C. Q&A
1. SW - moves to end Q&A
a) NCO - seconds
(1) CA - dissent, has a question
b) NCO - withdraws
c) SW - withdraws motion
2. CA - can you elaborate on further conversations between you and the
other Executives about the timing of this change within NACURH.
a) Basically, we wanted to have it in the Policy Book that past
Executive Boards have wanted to do and put off. I have been
hearing about this for the past two years and this is something
that NACURH might be ready for and see the shift. But feel like
this will create unity, value, and appreciation between NACURH
and NRHH. Similarly this can be seen with moving the two
strategic plans into one. A lot of the work from the NAN was
integration of NRHH into NACURH this year and has made the
connection between the two entities.
3. NCO - has there been any assessment to see if NRHH has viewed
themselves as One NACURH?
a) I would say that the people in this room have a responsibility of
ensuring that NACURH is stedfast and having these conversations.
4. MA - is this a call for NRHH Regional Policy Books to be condensed?
a) No this does not.
b) MA - so if a region had a NACURH trickle down policy would this
call for that?
(1) I would say no, as this fits in very nicely as this is a literal
spot in the Policy Book.
5. PA - moves to end Q&A
a) SW - seconds
D. Discussion
1. NCO - the Office views this piece as too early into putting the NRHH
policy book inside the NACURH policy book, NRHH may not have a strong
enough identity to not be overshadowed by NACURH.
2. PA - feels like this is an appropriate first step for NRHH and NACURH
working together better in the future.
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3. IA - yield
4. SA - over the past course of this week NNB has been discussing the
identity of the honorary and even in within the strategic plaSA - as an
honorary, our identity has been constantly questioned and evaluated,
with such an unknown future for NRHH
5. SW - feels that this piece is strong, throughout conversations this week as
well as the strategic planning of NRHH, our identity has been called into
question, maybe feels that this could be brought back in the future but is
in support of this piece.
6. MA - the identity of NRHH has been questioned this week but what has
not been called into question is that NRHH is a strong part of NACURH,
feel like this is strong step in maintaining NACURH and NRHH’s
relationship.
7. PA - would you like to discuss the opposition to this position?
a) NCO - this piece of legislation impacts every region in NACURH,
agree that the NRHH chapters probably should be heard and more
time should pass before this change is made.
b) PA - does this piece of legislation directly impact how you work in
the Office?
(1) No it would not.
8. IA - the Intermountain that this sets the groundwork for NRHH identity
and the idea of value within NRHH has been a long fight and this would
be a step in the right direction for all of the NRHH members of IACURH.
9. SW - point of clarification, would this piece be presented in NRHH
boardroom at the annual conference?
a) No
10. GL - moves to caucus for three minutes
a) IA - seconds
11. NCO - would like to take a straw poll
12. PA - yield
13. SA - feels like this piece makes it really easy to settle and lose NRHH’s
identity in the greater mix of NACURH, it is in the upcoming strategic plan
to continue evaluating the NRHH identity within NACURH.
14. CA - would bring the idea of tabling this until Pre-Conference to give the
NNB and Strategic Planning time to bring this to light.
15. IA - the Intermountain believes that NRHH is trying to further establish
identity, this piece gives NRHH power to establish that identity within
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NACURH, feel that it is time to make some step, some direction to further
NRHH within NACURH.
16. MA - would like to acknowledge when we are trained into this position,
HEART training implies that NRHH is inside of NACURH and serving
together.
17. SW - we are conflicted with this piece, although this may need to be
something that goes into policy eventually, there may be possible
complications with this that have not been explored.
18. PA - moves to table this piece to the NNB and Strategic Planning
Committee until pre-conference.
a) SA - seconds
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion tabled
X.

MM18-43 | On Campus Housing Requirement
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-43 to the floor
1. PA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece is attempting to explore the on campus housing requirement,
this is something that has come up at several points throughout the year
and therefore we feel should be addressed. We recognize that there are
a few changes being added here, as a corporation who represents on
campus residence halls and we want to make it clear that our goal is not
to remove the on campus housing requirement as on campus living is an
integral value of our corporation. We want to make it sure that people
have the answers to the on campus requirement and having it waived.
This would hopefully motivate a conversation with the Chair on how this
applies to NACURH Leadership and keeping ourselves accessible and
accountable and felt like the NACURH Executive Committee should make
the decision rather than one person. If your institution only had a first
year requirement and would not allow upperclassmen to do this. The
NACURH Leadership who lives off campus would need to show the
connection to on campus organizations and an advisor.
2. Currently the Southwest is experiencing this situation on the event of not
having the ability to live on campus and this piece would clarify that
requirement.
3. Currently the South Atlantic has dealt with this, and as a graduate
student she lived on campus to be on this position and was told to move
off campus by the university.
4. This would allow for a better conversation and entry way to become a
member of NACURH Leadership. We had conversations on what would
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happen and not happen to live on or off campus. We described this piece
if Greek Life would cover this if it not on campus but would not. We
recognize that we can have multiple expectations but have decided that
the Chairperson would have the greater ability to make sound decisions
on behalf of the corporation and its leadership. This would have to be
changed in the by laws and we do feel that this is valuable to highlight
the experiences on campus but making NACURH Leadership more
accessible.
C. Q&A
1. PA- what kind of ways would you expect off-campus NACURH leadership
to engage with residence life?
a) Having an on campus advisor to support you and give feedback
and interacting with the RHA and NRHH organizations. We do not
really follow up with and create an action plan we just want to use
this to demonstrate that you should be connected to the on
campus community. Also recognizing that one of the new NRHH
membership statuses is Off Campus Membership.
2. GL- how do you plan on holding people accountable to do this
demonstration?
a) I think that it would be NACURH’s responsibility or scope to do
this, we aspire that NACURH Leadership follows the ethics
statement and do not necessarily think that NACURH Execs should
be checking up on this consistently. Also when it comes to
accountability and ensuring the success and connect to those we
serve that should be the responsibility of the regional board and
director. This could also come up during the 360 evaluation
process.
3. SA-technically, someone could never live in a Residence Hall and then
serve in a NACURH Leadership position?
a) I think that it has to be approved by the NACURH Chairperson and
has had to be engaged at some point and would have to be
involved within Residential Halls. Then the discussion within the
Chairperson would provide better directions. That is why we
wanted to leave out hypotheticals.
4. SW- was there ever any thought into an off-campus NACURH Leadership
pledge that is similar to the NRHH Off-Campus membership pledge?
a) I think that first and foremost we did not occur to think that
NACURH Leadership would have to do, and we think that how this
relates to the NRHH membership changes. I do not think this is
the same situation exactly and NRHH Chapter members are not
held to the same standard as NACURH Leadership. We also all do
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take an oath and several documents in the way we interact with
NACURH and several accountability measures in place.
5. IA- Have you thought about the impact of this for members attempting to
get host institution support?
a) I mean I think that it is really hard to say, we cannot control what
an institution holds appropriate for this and do not see this
directly impacting that. This is for students that would not have
the ability to live on campus and the reality of situations that
occur during the term or election process rather than on the
intent to run. The reality of this is that if you want to run for this
position taking to your department on the same situations
similarly to the Chairperson.
6. GL- Did you ever consider the NRHH Bylaws with this piece?
a) This would apply to all members of NACURH Leadership and could
be updated in NNB and/or just updated through this policy. This
could be a follow up piece of legislation and we never intended it
not to include the NNB.
7. SA- Could you clarify what you are changing with this piece exactly?
a) Instead of there only being two and only two reasons to live on
campus, there are list of reasons to live off campus. Any
conversation can happen with the Chairperson and they would
make that decision.
8. PA- moves to end Q&A
a) Annual Conference staff- Seconds
D. Discussion
1. IA- moves to caucus for three minutes
a) NE - seconds
2. PA- Believes this is a well written piece of legislation. This promotes
equity and incorporates inclusivity for students who may be grad
students at an institution that doesn’t allow grad students to live on
campus. PA is in full support of this piece.
3. CA - this piece removes barriers of access to NACURH leadership and
acknowledge that institutions may not bend over backwards, but is fair to
acknowledge the reality of these situations.
4. SA- is in support of this piece because this new wording doesn’t not limit
ability to serve in NACURH Leadership roles and instead provides
opportunities to have conversation.
5. GL - echoes the sentiments prior and would like to bring up the
importance of this being brought up in NNB to fix the Bylaws of NRHH.
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6. IA- is split on this piece. While we understand removing barriers, we also
believe that this organization is founded in living in living/participating
within residence halls.
7. PA - calls the question
a) IA - dissents
8. SW- feels like this is a sound piece of legislation particularly in regards to
equitable access to NACURH leadership opportunities. If there are issues
to living on campus and there is not host school support, there is nothing
NACURH can do--but this piece allows NACURH to provide opportunity to
those same students.
9. PA - would like to bring up a previous point that while our acronym
focuses on campus efforts, many residential communities count off
campus apartments within their department.
10. CA- believes this piece would help grad students not going into SA engage
with NACURH.
11. SA - would like to remind everyone, that once this approved, they would
still need to be required to get host school support, get elected by
representatives, and getting this waived.
12. PA- moves to end discussione
a) NE - seconds
(1) IA - dissents, would like to be on the speaker list
(a) NE - withdraws
(i)

IA - withdraws

b) NE - seconds
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XI.

CA - moves to recess
A. PA - seconds

SATURDAY, JANUARY 06, 2018
I.

Call to order at 8:50 AM MST

II.

Annual Conference Selection Discussion

III.

MM18-22 | Students Signing Contracts
A. IA - moves to bring MM18-22 to the floor
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1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece pertains to contracts and the power that we have as an
Executive Committee team, and who can make these long term decisions.
We thought it was appropriate to have the advisors look over the
contracts, the things we are committing NACURH to as a corporation, and
the scope of the decisions we have as an Executive Committee.
C. Q&A
1. SA - what would this mean for promissory notes?
a) Promissory notes have seperate expectations outlined in policy
that would supercede this general expectations.
2. CA - would this apply to just NACURH contracts and not regional
contracts?
a) Yes, this specifically relates to NACURH contracts, but regional
entities should not really be signing contracts on their entity’s
behalf without consulting NACURH.
3. CA - would hotel contracts be included here?
a) Hotel contracts are signed between institutions and the hotels,
this policy would not apply.
4. GL - the CRC deals with a lot of liability, why is the NACURH advisor
included here rather than the CRC?
a) The NACURH Advisor works directly with the Executives, the CRC
works more with liability within conferences. The NACURH advisor
holds the risk in terms for NACURH.
5. MA - as the current NAF, do you have enough time in your position to
take on a responsibility like this?
a) Yes, in addition we discuss any contracts that might be signed as
an Executive Committee already.
6. CA - do all three of these positions have to approve the contract?
a) The policy specifically requires that all three positions would need
to review all contracts, with the expectation then that if there
were a disagreement that would be worked out within the
Executive Committee.
7. SA - do you know where this policy would be utilized?
a) This policy mostly applies to the NACURH Executives, who are
able to sign contracts on NACURH’s behalf, works to clarify
expectations with contracts that may have been inconsistent in
the past.
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8. IA - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. IA - we are in support of this piece, and feel that it helps to ensure the
security of our corporation.
2. MA - appreciate the way that this added policy helps to prevent putting
NACURH at risk as a corporation.
3. CA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
IV.

MM18-38 | Strategic Plan Travel
A. NE - moves to bring MM18-38 to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This pieces works to make financial updates to account for travel for the
Strategic Planning retreat, despite efforts and forward planning we
overspent this line item, money would be pulled from the general fund.
C. Q&A
1. PA - what was the actual reasoning for overspending?
a) It was flights for people traveling to the retreat, we estimated
$350.00 a person and that was not the average to Indiana.
2. CA - with this increase, would we still have an overall excess for the fiscal
year?
a) Yes we would, this would be pulled from the general line item.
3. IA - if the author would entertain how do we estimate the cost of the
flights and how to prevent this?
a) Be more realistic to price tickets for flights and making smarter
decision choices. Part of it is estimating who’s all attending and
where they are traveling from.
4. PA - motion to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. MA - value strategic planning, and are in support of this piece, the need
for this update was not by neglect but necessity.
2. NE - calls the question
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E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
V.

MM18-39 | Regional Conference Travel Cost
A. GL - moves to bring MM18-39 to the floor
1. CA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This is more of an accountability thing, in the beginning of the NCO, they
did not have a corporate card to purchase these travel and the Office had
transferred the funds. This is just a reflection of money exchanged.
C. Q&A
1. SW - motion to end Q&A
a) Annual Conference - seconds
D. Discussion
1. NE - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries

VI.

MM18-40 | NACURH Leadership Apparel
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-40 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This year NACURH did a second round of NACURH Leadership apparel in
the spring to help incoming members of NACURH Leadership feel more
connected to NACURH as a whole earlier on, this change is accounting for
the original money spent, but is a net zero change overall, NACURH
Leadership members pay the full amount of the Leadership apparel that
is ordered.
C. Q&A
1. NE - motion to end Q&A
a) IA - second
D. Discussion
1. MA - appreciates the inclusivity of this piece.
2. PA - in favor of this piece due to nature of leadership.
3. SW - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
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VII.

MM18-24 | NCO Advertising
A. GL - moves to bring MM18-24 to the floor
1. PA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. Currently the NCO only covers for a photographer for advertising and
would like to advertise other options.
C. Q&A
1. MA - what specific avenues would you use to advertise?
a) We were thinking for LEAD during a mailing and graphic design
creating things.
2. NE - how did you come up with this number?
a) Was in the old NSRO’s budget and kept consistency.
3. CA - we decrease the line item by $700.00, what would the new number
look like?
a) The NCO wanted to have a zero cost and ensure that they were
breaking even, this was a transferring between line items.
4. PA - moves to end Q&A
a) Annual Conference - seconds
D. Discussion
1. PA - in full support of this due to the net zero cost and transparency of
the NCO and NAF.
2. NE - appreciative of wanting to advertise their services and wanting to
give acknowledgement to that.
3. NE - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries

VIII.

MM18-25 | NCO Supplies
A. NE - moves to bring MM18-24 to the floor
1. IA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. The amount of monies for supplies that was provided was not enough for
our needs this year, this money would come out of our equipment line
item.
C. Q&A
1. CA - would this include the last $700.00?
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a) No it would not.
2. IA - could you elaborate a little more on the types of supplies?
a) We need more bins and shelves that were not available to us.
3. IA - moves to end Q&A
a) Annual Conference - seconds
D. Discussion
1. IA - in support of this piece and appreciates the NCO for being
intentional.
2. SW - calls the question
a) NE - dissents
3. NE - would this be considered under the line item?
a) Yes it would.
4. IA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
IX.

MM18-21 | CRC Site Visit
A. CA - moves to bring MM18-21 to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece is putting practice into policy and has continually went to host
sites to see the progression of moving forward and by not meeting
through virtual means allows for key developmental methods.
C. Q&A
1. PA - will this impact the budget?
a) No, this is something we have consistently budgeted for
previously.
2. CA - who goes to this site visit?
a) Only the CRC
3. GL - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. MA - appreciates putting practice into policy and moving the corporation
forward
2. IA - calls the question
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E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
X.
XI.

Call to order at 12:35 PM MST
MM18-31 | Advisors at Conferences
A. NCO - motion to bring MM18-31 back to the floor
1. MA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. Following this piece being tabled, wanted to take into account the
original intentions of the piece and feedback that was shared, the piece
now reads that all advisors at conferences must stay in “official
conference housing,” also aligns with current practice.
C. Q&A
1. IA - with this, do you now believe that annual conference advisors do not
have to stay in the same conference housing?
a) This piece is only focused on NACURH policies governing regional
conferences.
2. NE - would an advisor count as a delegate?
a) CA - wanted to make sure to be explicitly clear in policy.
3. IA - yield question to NAA, how would interpret this at the annual
conference being struck?
a) This section is in the “NACURH policies governing regional
conferences” title, so it would only apply to regional conferences,
also want to point out that this is not change policy or practice
and only adding clarity, Advisors who attended conferences
register as conference delegates and are therefore required
already to stay in conference housing.
4. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) GL - seconds
(1) NE - dissents, have a question
5. NE - when this was tabled, it was to make sure that the hotel would be in
a general vicinity of the delegates and the advisors, how does this
change?
a) We want to acknowledge conferences who book housing for
delegates and advisors separately in this policy.
6. GL - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - seconds
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D. Discussion
1. SA - we are in full support of this piece knowing that it will not always be
possible for advisors to stay in the exact same housing, but will make the
general expectation clear in policy.
2. IA - in support of this piece but do not see the need for this as it is
mentioned in previous policies but appreciate the clarity.
3. GL - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 7-0-1, motion carries
XII.

MM18-13 | Regional Directorship
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-13 to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece would remove the term “Regional Directorship” from NACURH
policy and replace it with the specific position titles, when working in
conjunction with the COs, many of them report feeling less valuable on
their Boards, feel that this separating term can cause a hindrance in the
connection and value of CO positions. The term Directorship is not
currently defined well in NACURH policy and is not used correctly,
specifically places where Regional Advisors should be included due to
their financial responsibilities. This change makes it clear who should be
involved in specific decisions on behalf of the corporation. This is also not
making any requirements for use and policy on the regional level, but
clarifying that the term is not needed or regularly used on the NACURH
level, especially with the added use of the term “NACURH Leadership”
last year.
C. Q&A
1. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. IA - we are in full support of this piece, appreciate the critical approach to
changing language where possible, want to recognize the value that COs
add within our corporation, the Directorship term makes it seem like they
are the sole stewards of the corporation and feels exclusive where
exclusion is not needed.
2. CA - appreciates the clarity of the piece and who has judicial
responsibilities.
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3. PA - would like to echo the room and remind everyone that this is a first
great step in changing the culture and operation of the corporation and
should be the start of this conversation.
4. SA - appreciates the piece, however we believe that those currently
defined as directorship, does align with serving a much different role as
the Directorship moves forward with NACURH and the COs work on the
regional level.
5. GL - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 7-1-0, motion carries
XIII.

MM18-45 | NACURH Carry Over Policy
A. PA - moves to bring MM18-45 to the floor
1. MA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece will undo some changes that were made to NACURH policies
last year, the original pieces heard last year with the intention to address
what happens with excess at the end of the fiscal year, trying to address
the problems that come with accumulating funds that could be better
used on behalf of NACURH members, this piece repeals the changes
made last year and would move conversations back to the Finance
Committee as outlined in the investment policy, have found that this
process is not as easy as originally planned in policy and has been
confusing for members, would start the process of exploring our carry
over expectations.
C. Q&A
1. SA - does this mean that we would have to go back and undo financial
changes that happened on the regional level?
a) What has happened, happened, but if you have not started these
things this would be an opportune time to stop, the policy would
be removed and not be enforced for this fiscal year.
2. CA - could you explain the issues more?
a) The end of the year carryover, isn’t a carryover that is totally
separate from other NACURH monies, it is not like you have had
more money but it is just saying you will have a net zero budget
over the past two years.
3. GL - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
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1. IA - we are in support of this piece, wants to emphasize that the NACURH
Accountant has made a clear recommendation on this piece that should
be followed.
2. MA - yield to redundancy
3. SA - do believe we should follow advice from the NAF and NACURH
Accountant, are happy to avoid complications with the finances of our
corporation
4. GL - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
XIV.

MM18-09 | Past Chair Responsibilities
A. SW - moves to bring MM18-09 to the floor
1. MA - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. There were inconsistencies of the positional duties in being involved
within the CRC selection and not the NACURH Advisor and have reflected
on the value of having the Past Chair being within this. With moving with
the corporation it would be in the best interest that we have people who
are equipped to make accurate decisions. The Past Chairperson provides
context and guidance to the current Chair and if there was any need for
consultation it would occur.
C. Q&A
1. SW - since it was in policy was the Past Chairperson involved last year?
a) Yes
2. CA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SW - is in the full support of this piece to provide consistency across other
pieces.
2. IA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries

XV.

MM18-10 | New NACURH U Track
A. NCO - moves to bring MM18-10 to the floor
1. SW- seconds
B. Proponent Speech
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1. This piece is attempting to add a ninth theme to the NACURH U track
focusing on Inclusivity and Social Justice track. As the Chair of this task
force, the presentations have not been made and during this task force
would be planning this. The Who is NACURH Task Force wanted the same
thing and this would be a great step towards making. We are not experts
in this content area but would need to do more research to ensure that
there is facilitation to bring this back to campus and would be valuable to
bring this to the NACURH U track.
C. Q&A
1. SW - is there a reason to form the title this way?
a) Not specifically no, we did go back and forth on between diversity
vs this current title.
2. SA - while it may be your interpretation that this would be less of ill
equipped students on teaching this topic but more about facilitation on
campus. How would you keep this topic on the future?
a) We make the NACURH U programs and they normally do not
change year to year.
3. NE - why do you think this is the NACURH U’s place?
a) I would say why not both, the more the better and how we say we
do these things and where the action steps occur. This is
something that NACURH is seeing as a value and we would want
to create conversations around this topic.
4. CA - would you happen to know how many NACURH U programs
happened at Purdue?
a) There is a possibility of 24 tiers but there are ways to share this if
needed.
5. SW - we were thinking of changing the title of it to reflect with the
NASPA/ACPA competency?
a) That would be fine
6. PA - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. PA - is in full support of this piece of legislation and revolves around our
plans to be more inclusive.
2. SW - moves to make a friendly amendment to change the title to “Social
Justice & Inclusion”
a) Author - accepts friendly amendment
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3. NE - values the importance of this but worries about the opportunity to
learn from other delegates.
4. SA - this is a great way to engage at proper conversations and an open
environment of accurate information. The South Atlantic agrees that this
will provide great content for our members and would allow for the
development of our member schools.
5. SW - NACURH U has a specific lense that occurs within programming and
we believe that this would allow for great discussion.
6. IA - we believe that having a more focused inclusion within NACURH and
this would become a great opportunity to educate on Social Justice and
Inclusivity. While programs teach at the ground level, we are grateful of
the authors coming together and proposing this change to move NACURH
forward.
7. PA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 7-0-1, motion carries
XVI.

MM18-15 | Conference Guests
A. IA - moves to bring MM18-15 to the floor
1. Annual Conference - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. We approached this knowing that so many individuals attend at this
conferences referred to as special guests. We appreciate the role that
Special Guests play at conferences but do not necessarily feel like that
title describes the work in what occurs within these roles.
C. Q&A
1. GL - do you feel that in some instances the general wording of conference
guests may be confusing?
a) We were going to do guest originally and in regards to those who
attend we believe that there would have been a more
distinguishment between delegates and these conference guests.
2. MA - did you consider the term “NACURH guests” since this refers to
compensated delegates?
a) I think it was tossed around at some point but we thought it might
be confusing for individuals from other regions and their regional
identity and was not representative of our professional partners.
3. IA - did you consider the fact that professional staff and other guests may
feel undervalued by this change in language?
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a) We think that this would be more neutral and would hope that
regions recognize others at their conferences and would not want
to demean their appreciation.
4. CA - to clarify, do you mean the regions own RBD or swaps from other
regions?
a) Swaps from other regions.
5. PA - would like for you to elaborate on the decision to remove
“non-paying guests?”
a) Changed the sentence structure to make the policy read correctly.
6. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) CA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. SW - appreciates the clarity of the piece and the reflection of the roles
that these guests have on conferences.
2. IA - we are torn on this piece, understand the sentiment of wanting to
ensure everyone is perceived of the same value but also wants to ensure
that guests who come to our conferences are appreciated for their
commitment.
3. MA - feels similar sentiments as the Intermountain and is uncertain as to
whether the term conference guests describes the proper term.
4. GL - echoes some of the sentiments of the Intermountain, but do see that
this could imply guests are more valued than other conference
attendees, the name “conference guests” makes sense and feels
appropriate for the structure.
5. NAF - it is a little different to go to conferences as a special guest and may
create a disconnect to interact with the representatives in that way and it
would be good to not have a term that creates that.
6. PA - would like to echo the sentiments of the NAF, delegates have
expressed concerns on how they are able to interact with “special
guests” and therefore have often felt less connected.
7. IA - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) GL - seconds
8. SA - would like to note that under the first resolution statement, before
the word “special guests” as compensated delegates, could just refer to
these guests as their positional titles.
9. SW - appreciate with what the South Atlantic mentioned.
10. IA - yields
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11. CA - do agree with the sentiments of this piece, since we do tend to be
moving to more neutral language in policy, are comfortable with the
suggestion to remove the guest language from policy altogether as well.
12. SW - we would be okay with tabling this piece until consideration.
13. IA - moves to table this piece back to the authors until the 2018 Annual
Meeting.
a) NE - seconds
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion tabled
XVII.

MM18-23 | NACURH Advisor Selections
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-23 to the floor
1. NCO - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. As we have discussed previously there have been conversations with
Alisha as the representative on the selection committee. There could be
the possibility of having the option of interviews via virtual means and
while it may be difficult in previous years it may be mentioned that
someone could potentially get a better idea of the commitment to
attending Semis would be a good step. We did not feel like it was
necessary to expand beyond this. Coming from a regional breakout we
have a virtual means of interviewing and a committee and only reviewing
a bid prior to the selection. We did do interviews with NCO and we able
to get the feel prior to selection.
C. Q&A
1. CA - can you explain the process for this?
a) It follows the schedule that is presented in the legislation.
2. NCO - moves to end Q&A
a) MA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. NE - is in support of this piece and the NACURH Advisor is a very
important role and the ability to ask additional questions is a great role.
2. NCO - while the NCO believes that Zoom chats can be very awkward this
will lead to financial viability.
3. CA - yield
4. MA - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion carries
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XVIII.

Delegate Cost for NACURH 2018
A. SW - moves to reconsider the delegate cost
1. CA - seconds
a) Vote
(1) 8-0-0
B. Proponent Speech
1. During the budget presentation the SA ADAF did notice an error in the
budget that impacted the overall conference cost, the cost per delegate
at the break even point that is currently projected is $241.00 rather than
$245.00, were hoping to re-evaluate the delegate cost cap in order to
ensure that the cost is reflective of a more balanced budget with
hopefully less excess.
C. PA - moves to set the delegate cost cap at $241.00 per delegate
D. Vote
1. 8-0-0, delegate cost cap has been set at $241.00 per delegate.

XIX.

MM18-42 | Conference Training for Regional Advisors
A. - moves to bring MM18-42 to the floor
1. - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This piece simply adds that completing the conference training sessions
that are presented by the CRC are required for regional advisors for their
role, ensures that this program will be more valued and presents
opportunities to develop this training further in the future.
C. Q&A
1. CA - do conference advisors undergo any sort of training as the primary
advisors responsible for advisors?
a) They are not written into NACURH Leadership and the Regional
Advisor should be responsible for this interaction.
2. NE - is this a one time training?
a) It happens once a year and can be in virtual training.
3. NE - would they be required every year?
a) It is a requirement to do this training, and be a regional advisor to
the conference advisor, but they do not need to do this.
4. NCO - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - seconds
(1) CA - dissents
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(a) SA - withdraws
5. CA - in the instances of a vacancy of a regional advisor mid-year, what will
happen?
a) The training could then be done one on one.
6. NCO - moves to end Q&A
a) IA - seconds
D. Discussion
1. MA - in support of this piece as advisors play a vital role in conferences
and would be important to help with the development.
2. IA - when the directors talked about the support of regional advisors in
conference settings and would be able to help elevate any further issues.
3. PA - situations can arise at conferences and would allow risk
management to be more efficient.
4. GL - could help with the relation between regional advisor and the
conference advisor.
5. SW - calls the question
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, motion passes
F. CA - moves to reconsider MM18-41 | CO Structure, to be tabled back to a
committee or back to the author so that there would be an opportunity to be
heard by the end of the year if wanted.
1. GL - seconds
a) SA - dissents
(1) We are having conversations about structure within our
strategic plan and do not feel that we are ready to hear
this this year.
2. GL - does not withdraw
a) Vote
(1) 2-6-0, motion not reconsidered.
XX.

Round Table Topics
A. Abbreviations and Language Culture
1. RLCs and RBCs
a) Chair - the piece that originally passed in 2015-2016 was passed in
the sentiments that “No Frills” and the regional conference names
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were not fully descriptive of the conferences, were confusing, and
made our organization seem less professional from an outside
perspective. The name change decision was made in order to
ensure that conferences and conference titles were made more
accessible, want to open a conversation about when using
acronyms are appropriate compared to when they are not.
b) Discussion
(1) MA - think it is interesting to bring up, can’t say for certain
that I am doing it intentionally but in regional publications
I usually spell out the title, however in 1:1 conversations I
go back and forth between the name and the acronym.
(2) SA - the acronym is used more internally, but when talking
to the region or other external bodies we use the full title,
also have practiced using the full name first and then the
acronym in later appearances.
(3) CA - agree with the South Atlantic, would like to balance
using the acronym and using the full title.
(4) IA - trying to remember when I first heard “RLC” and
“RBC,” feel like it
(5) NAA - as someone who was there during the process, it
was not that harder to explain and by the next RLC and it
just started being said and that the acronyms was picked
up quickly.
(6) GL - does not necessarily see the use of acronyms as
harmful or helpful, and that “RLC” and “RBC” has become
jargon for NACURH.
(7) GL - maybe instead of using the word “regional” we could
just use the entity name.
(8) NAF - at a campus level, they use acronyms all of the time
without fully understanding what the messaging is, and
then pass that on to other students at the campus level
(9) NCO - when we bid for the CAACURH RBC 2017, we used
the name “CRBC” and just assumed that that name made
sense in our acronym heavy culture.
(10) NBD Liaison - using full phrases helps to create a more
welcoming and helpful environment and presents the
opportunities to break down barriers.
(11) IA - RLCs are often still called “IACURH” rather than the
Leadership conference.
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(12) SW - our region struggles with the name change, have
been having a hard time to enforce “RLC,” changing the
framework to Leadership conference instead may be
helpful.
(13) NCO - when I was transitioning the Office team I had a
very hard time working to explain the various
(14) NAA - the same point with NACURH vs. the annual
conference, and helps with the separation from the
regional level.
(15)

Chair - when should we not use the acronyms?
(a) IA - we should not use the acronym when working
with professional partners.
(b) NE - we still use regional acronyms on logos, etc.
(c) CA - should not use the acronym on conference
logos.
(d) Chair - when working with first time delegates
(chats, emails, other communications).

XXI.
XXII.

Call to order at 3:38 PM MST
Transition Workshop
A. Presentation
B. Discussion
1. Would it be beneficial to have an outgoing and incoming positional chat?
a) MA - think that is a great idea and has been beneficial for us in the
past.
2. What feedback do you have on the NACURH and regional transition
jurisdictions and competencies?
a) GL - having a jurisdiction for the NCO
b) SW - jurisdiction for NRHH
c) SA - the history of our organizations
d) GL - self awareness
e) Chair - how to facilitate discussions
f) MA - something about conflict or conflict management
g) IA - working with professional partners
h) CA - interpersonal conflict, group dynamics
3. Thoughts on more education on the NACURH wide framework?
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a) CA - personally yes, but have gotten feedback from COs in my
region this year that some COs are less concerned with
engagement at the NACURH level.
4. What should definitely remain a part of the NACURH in person training?
a) CA - the “What If” activity
b) GL - wished the retreat had been longer with more positional time
c) SW - being more intentional about sharing information at the
regional level when people weren’t able to attend
d) CA - more cross regional opportunities
e) MA - increasing the positional time scheduled
f) GL - cut on any unintentional ice breakers
5. Are there things you would like to see added to the NACURH transition
reports?
a) IA - would have liked to see a more realistic “time snapshot” with
the average time required each week for the position included.
b) PA - nervous to include specific “time” outline, it takes different
people different amounts of time to do things, share perspective
without being overwhelming.
c) IA - would also potentially like multiple “time snapshots” for the
different times of the year.
d) MA - expected spending report.
e) SA - an overview of what you spent the most time on per month,
outline of the busier times of the year.
f) MA - benefited from having a templates folder with a lot of
helpful resources.
g) SW - an overview of the Google drive and email and other
NACURH related technologies specific to each position.
6. What would you think of having a “regional” transition report to share
philosophies specific to the region?
a) NE - would be helpful for mid-year resignations
b) GL - maybe concerning throwing a lot of new information at
incoming board members.
7. What does your region do for regional transition / what wou?
a) IA - regional traditions, at the past annual conference we shared
regional traditions with the incoming board, noticed that we
wished we would have known we have very invested alumni who
would be attentive to the things we are doing as a region.
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b) GL - we have more of a curricular approach to our transition
retreat with workshopping and leadership development.
c) NCO - since we collaborate a lot, we plan to have one large
document for the NCO with the positional information included
there as well.
d) PA - want to be able to share things that specifically impact the
Pacific and how to handle them throughout the year.
e) SW - haven’t been the best at regional transition, trying to decide
how we can form a more cohesive regional transition document.
f) MA - we have a very succinct and consistent transition plan, have
specific prompts for weekly transition meetings 1:1 between
incoming and outgoing RBD positions.
g) NE - found it helpful to include assessment data from the year to
share with incoming Boards.
XXIII.

MM18-26 | Regional Strategic Plans
A. MA - moves to bring MM18-26 back to the floor
1. GL - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. Talked through the feedback you all had and reviewed opportunities with
the strategic planning committee, the legislation still has two different
options, one based on the NACURH Strategic Plan and one general
platforms, upon passage of this legislation, the strategic planning
committee will work to create a formatted template for regional
platforms to better support incoming RBDs, these platforms will be
presented at Regional Leadership conferences and then will be in effect
until the following Leadership conference, feel like this will be able to
offer incoming Boards some continuity until they find their footing in
their positions, should also help fix the concern about the gaps between
elections and the Annual conference and then Leadership conferences,
did keep the assessment component in the plan but removed the
timeline so that currently existing regional assessments could be used in
place of an additional assessment, worked to make the general process
flexible for incoming Boards.
C. Q&A
1. GL - to clarify, the difference in timeline is that it would go from
Leadership conference to Leadership conference rather than Leadership
conference to Annual conference?
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a) The nine months was not long enough and we did not want that
awkward gap between plans. We also wanted to ensure that the
ability to be flexible with regional transition treats.
2. PA - initially there is going to be a gap, but then in future years there will
be a set timeline from RLC to RLC?
a) Yes, but the first year will have that weird starting off. This does
not need an approval from the region unless the RBD seems like it
is necessary.
3. IA - will the Chair yield to a question, will we still be splitting on the
components of this piece separately?
a) I was intending to maintain the same process as before
4. CA - yield
5. SA - moves to end Q&A
a) NE - seconds
D. Discussion - Component 1
1. IA - move to caucus for five minutes?
a) NE - seconds
2. CA - we are in favor with option one, feel like this gives flexibility for
regions to determine their goals and then align as closely with the
NACURH strategic plan as they would like.
3. IA - because this piece does not specifically state NRHH strategic plans,
will this impact whether or not our region has an NRHH plan?
a) No, it does not say.
4. PA - in support of option one due to its impact and limit
5. PA - moves to end discussion
a) MA - seconds
E. Vote - Component 1
1. 8-0-0, component 1 carries
F. Discussion - Component 2
1. GL - the great Lakes would like to liken NACURH to an octopus or other
eight legged animal, all entities must move forward together in order to
move forward together at all, we are in support of option 2 and the
benefits it presents for our corporation.
2. GL - would like to add that the second option would give more focus to
the strategic focus platforms on the NACURH level.
3. IA - we are understanding of the original direction of wanting to align
with the NACURH Strategic Plan, our last plan was aligned with the
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NACURH strategic plan, but that was within a three year model, in this
one year model we are not in favor of option 2 and feel that option 1 is
limiting and not conducive to regional planning processes and regional
uniqueness
4. NAF - echo the sentiments of the Great Lakes, over my years of
involvement with NACURH both in the Office and, as our consultant
mentioned this week less in more when it comes to strategic planning
5. SW - would like to again appreciate the sentiments of the Great Lakes,
but point out that option one states that the region would have to clarify
how they are moving forward with the general direction of NACURH but
will allow for individuality.
6. PA - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) NE- seconds
7. GL- would like to point out that option one states that region “should
incorporate NACURH strategic plan goals”, does not require it. Feels
having option two would give regions more buy-in for the strategic plan
as opposed to having the Executive Committee be responsible for the SP
8. NAA - would like to clarify the only requirement for regions within option
two would be for regions to follow the four strategic goals within the plan
9. SA- pretty split on options 1 and 2 and would like to hear discussions on
the differences.
10. IA- believes option one allows regions to use NACURH strategic plan as a
model while allowing regions to be part of NACURH while keeping
regional identity and independence.
11. MA - the Midwest is also split between the two options, historically we
have used a values based approach that we would want to frame the
strategic plan around, could be a matter of framing our initiatives and
action items in option 2.
12. CA- yields a question to the Chair. What does a structured platform from
option one look like?
a) Chair-yields to the author
(1) Regional platform would be created in consultation with
the whole region. Is not completely sure what that would
look like exactly since SA is the only region to do a
platform so far, but the template should help with regions
planning their platforms.
13. IA - would like to note that the strategic planning committee will still be
making a template that give guidance without requiring the regions to
utilize the NACURH Strategic Planning goals.
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14. SW- point of information. Now that option one passes, is there any way
to amend it?
a) NAA - would need to reopen discussion on that piece. Is possible if
the room feels that.
b) SW - feels like a middle ground between option one and two to
change option one to have NACURH executives consult with
regions about the regional platform.
15. IA - we are for option one of this piece, mainly with the intentional
wording of identity within the region, but still allows for intentionality
and alignment with NACURH.
16. SW - moves to strawpoll if regions are in favor of previously proposed
amendment to option one
17. IA- would encourage other regions to speak on this because it feels like
only a few region are speaking and would like to hear the opinion of the
room.
18. SW - experience with their first regional strategic plan incorporated a lot
of NACURH’s strategic plan.
19. PA - moves to caucus for two minutes
a) NE - seconds
20. NE - is wondering if maybe it would be the best option for the room to
table this later part of the conversation back to the strategic planning
committee so we would be able to better understand the options being
presented.
21. IA - would like to remind everyone that option one notes regional
identity. Feels like conversations from this week highlighted importance
of regional identity.
22. MA - we are in support of option two, we considered the goal areas and
what they mean to NACURH, we believe that any organization in general
could always benefit from evaluating who they are, what they do, how
they do it, and inclusivity within the organization, after thinking about
what the goals meant we feel like that would work well for our region
overall.
23. SA - agrees with MA and feels categories of the goals does not eliminate
identity of regions.
24. PA - would like to provide an example from the piece, specifically states
that this will provide guidance and support from NACURH while still
allowing from regional individuality.
25. SW - agrees with MA. When considering regional SPs in the future, SW
feels that regional identity can fall under the four goals
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26. SA - calls the question
a) CA - dissents
(1) Would prefer to caucus for one minute
27. SA - moves to caucus for one minute
a) NE - seconds
28. SA - moves to vote by secret ballot
a) PA - seconds
(1) IA - dissents; feels like there has been enough discussion
to vote by placard
(2) NAA- if someone moves to vote by secret ballot, the room
has to.
XXIV.

MM18-WRK03 | Executive Committee Adjustments
A. MA - moves to discuss MM18-WRK03
1. Annual Conference - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. There is a reality in which NACURH Executive positions are not filled
every year, in addition to that people are often running unopposed as
well, believe part of that is that these positions are large and
overwhelming and do make it hard to
2. Option 1:
a) Something that we noticed here was that the NAA is the Executive
that is full of the most burden due to the content of the duties.
We see an opportunity for division between the role, creating a
fifth Executive for overseeing Leadership Developmental Roles
such as LEAD, NACURH U, CO Support, ART, Evaluation Processes.
The NAA would still be responsible for all of the administrative
tasks such as minutes, reports, assessment, and the LINK. There
has been a clear division between the tasks of administration and
leadership development. This would be able to feel like this could
be a clear connection with supporting the ADAFs. Since this is
leadership development, they can serve as an exec that supports
NRHH and their leadership development opportunities. Some
cons would be that the NAA would not have a group of people not
to work with and could not always be a glaring con. They could
provide more general support and five executives going to
conferences would not be able to give equal support and the
division of responsibilities.
3. Option 2:
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a) This portion looks at the NAF role and manage expenses. We
would remove the finance portion out of direct student control, it
is very hard to be a CFO at this level that may not have the
knowledge and education. NACURH does not give the training to
be a CFO and the jump from an ADAF to CFO is quite high and has
a learning gap. Some of the options would be to seek out a
training accountant or a financial role, maybe a student who is
seeking an MBA and would not necessarily be the NACURH
channels. We pay the Accountant to do some things but not do all
of our finances. Over the past few years we have seen varying
performance within this role such as Jacob shining in this position
and not many can provide that service and innovation to this role.
This could provide more sustainable practices and if they have
that lense of financial security it could help streamline things. It
would be more professional training and development within the
ADAF role. Moving on to the cons, we are concerned about the
student ran corporation identity and it could be costly to
compensate someone on that level.
4. Option 3:
a) This portion to find the way in which those two can be done at the
same time.
5. Option 4:
a) There could be other ways to find solutions to these problems.
6. We are not considering a timeline, but more seeking feedback and
thinking of those who could be taking these on. We do not want to
propose an amendment or piece but would like to know the feelings of
the room. We have many options on what can occur from this room.
C. Discussion
1. SW - moves to caucus for three minutes
a) CA - seconds
2. GL - are we speaking on behalf of our region or ourselves?
a) Both
3. GL - when you mention the financial practices in the NAF role, and
delegating the role to a professional?
a) All of it.
4. SA - in the idea of a NAF roles being given to a professional and would not
have to be given to a financial professional and would be understandable
of the NAA being split into the fifth executive.
5. SW - we have some considerations, think it would be great to have a
NACURH Associate for Leadership Development, think that the NAA
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would have opportunity to work with the COs in other areas. Addressing
the number of student Executives, could have the Chair not attend
regional conferences, could also create a structure where each Executive
has buddies.
6. PA - considering that we may be hiring a professional or student, how
would the housing situation work. With the wording of ex-officio could
change this requirement.
7. CA - we are in agreement that the NAA position as it currently exists is
overly burdensome, having an Executive position for Leadership
Development would make a lot of sense, if we were to add a position like
an Associate for Leadership Development, would wonder if it would be
possible to consider having that position be available to COs.
8. GL - I love the idea of the Leadership Development position and there is a
clear division of the role and would provide another opportunity for
people. Maybe the NAA and the new role could split the COs and would
provide equitable engagement.
9. CA - while we do agree that the NAF position is a lot of work, we are not
sure that eliminating the position all together would be a smart move for
NACURH, would likely be costly and take away opportunities for students
to gain that financial experience.
10. IA - in full support of the addition of a Leadership Development position,
talked a lot about opportunities for CO support and development, my
one concern with removing the NAF position, wonder how this would
impact support for ADAFs on finances within their region.
a) NAF - a lot of the questions that are asked are financial policy
impacts. I believe that the NAA would be able to help potentially.
11. NCO - would be in support of Option 1 and 2 and we feel like that
someone with financial training and the NCO is looking for an MBA
student to help run the NCO finances. We enjoy the Leadership
Development team in support of helping the LEAD Program. A fifth exec
has that unique situation of who would go to conferences.
12. IA - we are very much in favor of splitting the NAA role, know that the
NAA role is overburdened with responsibilities, also are in favor of
exploring a full time financial advisor for NACURH especially considering
the points made about opportunities for support to the ADAFs from the
new NAA position.
13. SW - in favor of option 1 after all of the strategic planning conversations,
the vision within NRHH. The Leadership Development theory was strongly
pushed and this new executive role of leadership development can help
support NRHH, NNB, and NAN.
14. CA - is there a timeline for this?
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a) Chair - the easiest option could be done in two months or be
integrated with the strategic plan. There are thoughts listed that
could align well within this role and having someone start on this
role. There has been discussion of new ideas who would take on
that duty. The second option would need to be bedded further
and would not need to be implemented within the next affiliation.
The corporation would only take one large shift rather than two.
15. SA - once again, like option three and doing both of these things at the
same time, also recognize that there are certain functions of NACURH
that are outside of the scope of a student leadership position like
finances on behalf of the corporation, also would like to commend and
support what the NAF said about supporting the ADAFs and that Finance
Officers would be well supported in their roles still from the NAA
perspective.
16. MA - appreciates having so many options present will help move the
corporation forward.
17. SA - what is the total money of NACURH? What is the liability of NACURH
on you?
a) $1.4 million, try not to worry about the liability of the money. The
owner of the account is the NACURH Advisor and would hold
more.
18. PA - really think any of these options would be great, compensation wise
the Executives do a lot of work and are not supported financially, do think
the work the Executives do is valuable and would make the Executive
positions more feasible. Along with that, adding a professional to manage
NACURH financially would be extremely smart, as we have discussed this
week our corporation’s finances are getting more and more complicated,
do think bringing in a professional with a degree would be best for
NACURH, if it were to be a student would want it to be an MBA student
with similar financial experiences.
XXV.

IA - moves to close the the 2018 Semi-Annual Business Meeting
A. Annual Conference - seconds
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